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ne year later .
Wilkening takeover still haunts local officials
Sheriff doubts
gunfllan planned
to walk out alive

Young found
decision tough
to cope with

Clad in military fatigues and carrying
two automatic weapons. hundreds of
rounds of ammunition and a first aid
kit.
Harvey
Wilkening
walked into the
old
Kittitas
County Jail one
year ago today.
He
never
walked out.
According to
Sheriff Tom
Young,
the
single bullet
that
ende.d
Wilkening·s life WILKENING
10 hours after
he seized the building probably came as
no surprise to the 20-year-old former
Central student.
"For whatever reason," Young said
this week. "when he went in there, he
went in with the intention of never
coming out."
And the reason Wilkening went in is
still a mystery to law enforcement
officials- a mystery Young says they
never expect to solve.
Harvey Frederick Wilkening died
shortly before 6 a.m., April 13, 1983.
The local man walked into the front
office of the old jaU through a door left
open for visitors. Strapped to his body
was a cast-iron vest. A similar helmet
covered his head.
The jail contained 31 prisoners. The
only thing bet'ween them and
Wilkening was a single electronic gate.
Throughout the night, Young said that
fact was his biggest concern.
"The only priority was to secure the
safety of the prisoners," he said. "With
little effort, he could have gotten back
to those people."
Shortly after entering the jail,
Wilkening was confronted by unarmed
guard Ben Evans, who had walked to
the front of the building to see who had
entered.
"He pointed the rifle at Evans' chest
and said he was taking over the
building," Young said.
Evans convinced Wilkening to let
him go and notified authorities.
Moments later. representatives of

In effect. Tom Young pulled the trigger
on Harvey Wilkening's life,_ .And that
hasn't been easy for the Kittitas County
Sheriff to deal with
Young, who had
been in office a
mere four ·months
when Wilkening
made his siege of
the county jail,
was the chief law
enforcement officer at the a11:
night stand-off.
The decision to
shoot Wilkening.
which he made at
YOUNG
5:48 a.m.. nine
hours after the ordeal began, was all his to
make.
"That was not something you 're able to
forget the next day,·· Young said this week.
"The one that either does the shooting. or
orders the shot, has to finalize in his own
mind what he did. It was several weeks
before I was able to settle it on my own and
go on to other things.
"I didn't want to sit down and relax.
When I did, I kept going over and over and
over it again in my own mind."
Young said that by 8 a.m. the day after
the seige he was a nervous wreck.
"I had to take 15 minutes to get away
from the press, have a cup of coffee, collect
my thoughts and call my wife to tell h e r it
was over and that I was still alive."
Young said the fact he had only been in
office four months had nothing to do wi th
his handling of the incident.
"I operated on 18 years of law
enforcement experience," he said. "I spent
18 years preparing for this type of
situation.
''I could have been in office five years or
three months as sheriff and I would have
handled it exactly the same. But if I had
been elected sheriff having been a

LETHAL ARSENAL - Kittitas County Sheriff's Deputy Gary Gleason displays
the armor and weapons Harvey Wilkening used when he took over the county jail.
four law enforcement agencies sealed
off the building. At approximately
10:30 p.m .. Wilkening began firing at
police positioned outside.
Police Chief Larry Loveless was hit in
the hand during the shooting. He
suffered the only reported injury

among law enforcement otllcials.
That exchange was all that officials
were to hear from Wilkening for several
hours. During the next few quiet hours
a Special Weapons and Tactics team

See WILKENING, Page 12A

See YOUNG, Page 12A
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Central senior Bob Winn is
Ellensburg's youngest tavern
owner. 68.

Huey Lewis

Turnaround?

Love/Hate Mail

San Francisco's
hottest spreads
the news at
Central tonight. 1B.

At a 2-16 clip,
Central's baseball
team hopes for a
brighter future. 98.

Readers react to ''the
new voice of CWU.'' 4&5A.

Informed?
A poll by The Observer
gauges student awareness. 3A.

Nationally
Panel says checkpoints helpful
WA S HINGTON (UPI) - Setting up sobriety
chec.K poirit s and revoking licenses of intoxical~l'.I vn01orists will help reduce drunken
drivir1g 011 1he nation's highways, a federal
safety JhllWI concluded this week.
The: N;;.t ional Transportation Safety Board
said i11 e new study that such programs set
up to dett>r drivers from drinking before hit·
ting the road offer a "promising approach"
for ti1c :short-term reduction in alcoholrdatcd t raffit> deaths and injuries.
"The safety board believes that sobriety
checkpoint and adminstrative license
revocation procedures are potentially effective deterrent measures that warrant
broader application by states," said the
study. which was completed this week.
Officials said Thursday that the report.
which was endorsed by the independent
panel. recommended that these moves be an
.. integral part of a state's comprehensive
alcohol and highway safety program ... ·
The board said that in 1982 alone more
than 25.000 people died in alcohol-related
traffic accid~nts and nearly 670,000 suffered injuries.

"If drunken driving is to be significantly
reduced in the short-term, motorists ·must
be convinced that there is a strong
likelihood they will be arrested and penalized if they drive drunk,·' the study said.
' ' Most experts agree that many drunken
drivers persist in their behavior because
they have a perception of low risk of arrest
and penalty."
The report cited a recent nationwide
telephone survey that indicated between
one-fourth and one-third of drivers who
drink say they believe the chances of being
caught and punished are not great enough
to deter them.
"While the rate of drunken driving arrests
depends largely on the aggressiveness of
local law enforcement efforts, estimates of
the probability of arrest vary form one in
200 drunken drivers to one in 2,000, .. the
study said,
"The uniform adoption of sobriety checkpoints and administrative license revocation
by the 50 states could produce a major
change in the deterence cllmate in this
country ... the study said.

65-year-old Bonehead Club applies
for Social Security allowances
DALLAS (UPI) - The Bonehead Club of
Dallas believes it has come of age - at least
to the level of receiving Social Security.
The club, which-annually recognizes the
"Bonehead of the Year" for committing a
monumental goof, celebrated its 65th birthday Friday by applying for Social Security
benefits.
A group of Dallas businessmen and
educators founded the club in 1919 as a way
to cheer up jeweler W.C. Everett. who lost a

son at the end ot World War I.
In the late 1940s, the Boneheads hired big
game hunter Frank Buck to find a mate for a
lonesome giraffe in the Dallas zoo. They also
were the first customers at a Dallas "motor
bank," where they tried to deposit a motor.
This year's Bonehead award went to an
unsung German immigrant who, acc;ording
to newspaper accounts in the 1860s, was the
first man to fly an airplane, predating the
Wrt~ht brothers by more than 30 years.

Unclaimed -cash given ·to child
BROOMFIELD.. Colo. (UPI) - Shy thirdgrader Joshua K. Leib, ducking his head and
trying to hide a sheepish grin behind a $100
bill, was awarded the money he found on his
way to school in November and turned over
to authorities.
"I'm real excited. I didn't expect anything
like thts:· the 9-year-old said. standing on
the Juchem Elementary School's

auditorium stage before 200 applauding
schoolmates.
·
Jefferson County Sheriff Harold Bray called the youth's actions "an excellent example of honesty and integrity."
Joshua got the $100 back when no one
claimed it in 90 days. He found it on the
sidewalk when he stepped off a school bus
Nov. 7, 1983.

Lost key results in $5M cocaine bust

Big Macs cause
hassle for hungry
pro wrestlers

LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) - Officers who
came to a Greyhound bus station to resolve
a dispute over a lost rental locker key ended
up making the biggest cocaine seizure in city history, police said Saturday.
When the locker was opened, they
discovered 14 kilograms of pure cocaine,
valued at $840,000 uncut and between $5
million and $8 million if processed for sale
on the street, Lt. Ray Jordan said.

WAUKESHA. Wis. (UPI) - When two
large men demanded service at a closed
McDonald's, employees didn't hesitate to
call police.
But the police didn't know the two were
professional wrestlers - together weighing
600 pounds.

Leading to the discovery was an argument
between three young people and the
manager of the bus station. The three were
arguing Thursday night in the bus depot
over the lost key and then asked the station
manager to open it, Jordan said. When he
refused. one of the men offered him $500,
but he did not change his mind.
· The three became so angry that the
manager called police, who arrived and

supervised the opening of the locker. In it,
they found a blue duffel bag containing the
14 1-kilogam packages.
The man who had offered the bribe had
disappeared, but his two companions,
Daniel McCullough, 2;3. and Laura Sullivan,
22. both transients, were arrested on the
spot. They were booked on suspicion of
possession of cocaine for sale.

Summer Jobs_,, .,

It took 13 officers to subdue the pair, and
four of the police officers - including a
19-year-old woman - wound up in the
hospital with assorted injuries.

The University Conference Center has several projects requiring temporary positions in the
following trades or related areas: custodial and laundry. These special projects are expected to
begin June 9, 1984, and terminate September 7, 1984. Preference wm be given to those who
will enroll as full-time students at Central fall quarter, 1984.
·

Ken Patera and Masonori Saito, both 40
and both from Minneapolis, were booked for
battery. resisting arrest, disorderly conduct,
obstructing an officer and criminal damage
to property.

Applications must be obtained from the Personnel Office (Edison Hall, Room 102)· and returned
to that office no later than 5 p.m., Friday, April 27, 1984.

Officer Jacquelyn Hitbard was held in a
headlock, punched and slammed repeatedly
against a wall. police said.

CUSTODIAL AIDE
8 POSITIONS
$4.00/HOUR
Strip and make beds, dust, vacuum, lay' out linens, soap, cups, etc. Set up meeting rooms as
needed (involves hauling tables and chairs from one location to another). Clean and maintain
different types of floor coverings. Use vacuum cleaner, floor machines and carpet extractors.
Clean bathrooms, wash windows, walls and perform related duties as required.

"It took two sets of handcuffs" to subdue

Saito. said a Waultesha officer. and it took
six officers to restrain the man while the
cuffs were put on.
Circuit Judge Mark Gempeler set bail at
$7,500 each.

LAUNDRY AIDE
3 POSITIONS
$4.00/HOUR
Assist in The Conference Center laundry - sort, spot and load commercial washer and dryer.
Iron tablecloths and napkins. Fold, bundle and tie laundry, (some mending). Perform related
duties as required.

The Conference Center
1ea qa'tdett
Reslau'ta u t

Steamed Rice
Fortune Cookie

I

Gash Value 1120 Cent ·

The Observer

Subied to capacity

·

Nominated for
11 Academy

DRIVE-IN
925-3266 Open

$5.45

The Final Chapter
Friday April 13, is Jason's
unlucky day

2A -

LIBERTY THEATER AD SPECIAL 925-9511

$4. 75

Chinf'.'>t' and Ameri<·an food
order.'> to !(O

5th and Pine

I

Combination Dinner 3 Egg Roll
Sweet & Sour Spareribs
Pork Fried Rice
Fortune Cookie

r----------------------------------------------------2
:Admit one for $1. 75 with this ad anytime on Thursday April 12, 1984 THE
ELLEN
•St•rl1 lrlt/ql 5:15-7:2:."::N~'~ight!
1:t:H•l•W•UJ!
A True Story

NEVER CRY
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The Second Front
Observer poll

33% of students recognize president

RECOGNIZE HIM? Shown this picture, 67 percent of those students
polled on Central's campus did not know the man was the president of
the university, Dr. Donald Garrity.

Only one-third of CWU's
students would recognize Central President Donald Garrity if
they saw him on the mall, according to a poll conducted recently
by The Observer.
· Students polled were evenly
distributed among all class standings and between both sexes ..
As part of a five-question current events survey, the 54
students polled were shown a
photograph of Garrity and were
asked, "Who is this man?"
Sixty-eight percent of the
women and 65 percent of the
men polled did not know the
president.
In addition, just 33 percent
knew that George Schultz is the
U.S. Secretary of State, 39 percent knew that Slade Gorton is
Washington state's senior
senator, 39 percent knew that
the first Democratic caucus· this
year was in Iowa and 44 percent
knew that the Winter Olympic
games were in Yugoslavia.
Many of the students querie~
thought Slade Gorton was gover-

nor, Caspar Weinberger was
Secretary of State, the
Democratic caucus was in Ohio
and the Olympics were in Sarajevo, Switzerland.
One student thought President
Garrity
was
television
newscaster Roger Mudd.
This survey was conducted
one week after the Iowa caucus
and two weeks after the Olympic
games had ended.
Before being asked the five current events questions, the
students _w ere asked, "Do you
consider
yourself
well
informed?" "Do you watch a
television newscast more than
three times a week?'' and ''Do
you read a newspaper more than
three times a week?"
Senior men were the only
students who consistently read a
paper and watched a newscast
more than three times a week.
They also got more questions
right than any other group. In
fact. they were in the only
category which got more
answers right than wrong.

Survey Results
Percentage of correct answers
Men

Women

Total

1. Who is the U.S. Secretary of State?

350/o

320/o

330/o

2. Who is Slade Gorton?

61%

23%

39%

3. Where was the first 1984 Democratic Presidential caucus held?

52%

29%

39%

4. In which country were the Winter Olympic games held?

59%

47%

440/o

5. Recognized CWU President Donald Garrity.

35%

32%

33%

The Observer
Capipus community displays
mixed reactions to new paper
By TED ZURCHER
Of The Observer
Observe It! April 5th. ·
A mystery for the past month, Central finally
observed the debut edition of The Observer last
Thursday.
The Observer, which replaced the 57-year-old
Campus Crier as CWU's official newspaper,
brought mixed reactions.
BOD President Michael Caine issued a proclamation stating that "today is a dynamic day for Central" at a special BOD meeting last Friday, while
Professor Russell Hansen said The Observer
"doesn't move me."
For the most part, reactions to the new paper
have been favorable. Many seem to favor the new
format over the Campus Crier's.
"I like the color and the new format," said junior
Judy Throop.
'
Rich Simpkins, a senior said he thinks the paper
is more organized and the stories are better written than the old paper.
However, the new format didn't meet with
everyone's approval. Senior Dan Wood said The
Observer was cosmetically fine but it reminded
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him too much of the national newspaper -- USA
Today.
··when I opened The Observer, it looked like the
USA Today in a condensed version," he said. " I'm
not really a fan of that paper. I'd like to see more
in-depth artic.les and more of a mixture of opinion
in the Innerview section."
The Innerview section -- a section where several
students are asked for their opinion on a subject -however, drew praise from several people.
Mary Hughes, a senior, said she liked the way Innerviews presented different sides of an issue. She
also praised the whole editorial-opinion section as
a whole.
Janet Shove, a secretary in the ASC office, said
she liked the paper on the whole but disagreed
with Editor Alan Anderson's opinion on the BOD.
Several others shared Shove' s opinion as indicated
by many letters received by The Observer this
week.
But the general concensus is that most students
are satisfied with the change and, according to
senior Cynthia Parker, reading The Observer is
like reading a college newspaper, not a high school
newspaper.

. OBSERVING - Copies of The Observer, Central's new student
. newspaper, were distributed throughout Ellensburg last week. The
Hotiday Inn was one business that promoted the inaugural edition.
The Observer

3A

Editorial
Poll indicates
students lack
awareness

.
'

Results of The Observer current events poll
appearing on page 3A.are disappointing. but
not surprising.
The survey, given to 54 CWU students of
all class standings. pointed out that most
students don't know much, if anything.
about current events.
Students were asked five questions -- one
was about an international event, two were
national, one was statewide. and one was
local.
As might be expected, knowledge of issues
rose as class standing went up. But even
seniors were woefully ignorant.
Perhaps the most disturbing factor
highlighted by the survey was the poor
showing of women on all questions. Does
this mean most women come to college just
to earn an Mrs. degree?
Also particularly disturbing is that one
ASC Board of Directors member couldn't
answer any of the questions.
Not surprisingly. student familiarity with
our president rose with class standing. Those
who have been here four years better know
who he is. But for that matter, so should the
'freshmen.
Garrity is a president who prides himself
on involvement with students. The fact they
'd on't know who he iS should be taken as a
reflection on the student. not the president.
The ignorance of some students was
almost as amusing as it was depressing.
To the surprise of some. Garrity is not
television newscaster Roger·Mudd. Henry
Kissinger is not still the U.S. Secretary of
State. Slade Gorton is not the governor of
Washington. l\Dd. believe it or not. the
Winter Olympics were not held in Los
Angeles or Switzerland.
Come on. folks. Those were serious
responses.
As trite as it may si>und. today's college
students are the leaders of tomorrow. We
should keep ourselves aware ofwhat·s going
on outside the bubble surrounding our
campus. There is a ..real world" out there.

~ GO\ARSE I ~'IE
I\ CLUE ... I HAV£
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ti • •

•

•

•
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Need for new name questioned
To the editor:
While I do not necessarily object to the fact the name of the
college newspaper was changed, I do object to the way in
which it was done. and I question the need.
For the past 57 years the paper has been known as the
Campus Crier. During that period of time, it, like m~st college
papers, as well as local and national papers. has had its ups
and downs.
A paper is only as good or bad as the people who put it out.
While the name Campus Crier may not be the most pleasant
sounding or eye catching to some people. it is a name that
most people associate with Central Washington University.
If changing a name would improve anything maybe we
should change the name of our football team to the "Central
Cowboys" or the "'Washington Raiders." I do not mean this
as a putdown of our football team.

If we reciny need a new name for the paper I think you could
have been more original, rather than trying to play on the
name of a nationally-known paper.

I also think it .would have been nice to survey the students
and the rest of the college community as to the need for the
name change, as well as for suggestions for alternative
names.
By doing it the way you did, you have done exactly what
you have implied the BOD might do, "to make decisions
behind closed doors."
I hope this does not mean that every time we get a new
editorial staff on the paper we are going to have a name
change.
John Dedrick
Brooklane Village

Observer an honest attempt at professionalism
To the editor:
I believe that Vol. 1, No. 1 of The Observer
encompasses every aspect of the human
drama that I enjoy watching play itself out
across our .. hallowed" campus.
For years I have watched editors. ad
managers, photographers, writers. accountants - the works - parade through your
offices. To each human wave my heart has
gone out. Against all odds. with the barest
experience. and frequently without help.
each group of students has tried its luck in
the C'-mpus newspaper business.

I've often wondered if the campus community as a whole appreciates the massive
quantities of caring and work that are
devoted to "our" modest paper.
In the years gone by, even dismal failure
had its own tr~umphs. Maintaining status
· quo demonstrated, at the very least, a good
effort. Producing a paper with tangible im·
provements really took savvy and a herculean effort.
But the new Observer represents
something else altogether.
This first issue represents an honest at·

tempt at professional journalis;n,
Check out the writing, the credibility, the
aesthetically packaged.
graphics, the issues!
Because of the remarkable effort of thf" en- _ That's wha\ a newspaper is made of. If
tire Observer staff and Gil Neal, faculty adtradition is limited to the masthead of the
viser, this campus has a first-rate weekly
paper and not t'l the effort behind it, then it's
paper. I'm very proud of each and every per·
not of much val;.ie.
son who, despite all odds, created The
I look forward to the tradition of fine jourObserver.
nalism at Central which began last Thurs·
I would also like to caution those who
day. April 5, 1984.
criticize the name change.
The name by itself isn't that important. In·
Marc Connelly
stead, pick that two-section beauty up in
Manager, Publications & Advertising
your hands. Heft it. Now that's a newspaper!
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The Observer, the official student newspaper of Central Washington
University, is a laboratory paper in conjunction with the CWU Depart·
ment of Communfcations. All unsigned editorials are the views of the ma·
jority of The Observer editorial board.
All letters to the editor must be delivered to ·The Observer office,
Bouillon Hall 227, CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926, no later than 5 p.m. on
Friday in order to be considered for publication in the next week's edition.
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_&Opinion
President disagrees with editor
To the editor:
In response to your editorial section ··u·s
the thought.'' It seems that your interpretation of the BOD communication class differs
from mine.
It is my understanding that the BOD communication class is just that - a class to
sharpen communication skills. Nothing is
more central to an organization's effectiveness than its ability to communicate accurate, relevant, understandable information among its members.
This idea is not a well-kept secret. Similar
concepts have been used In the business
world for years. Governmental bodies also
utilize this: the Tacoma City Council has its
own class at which the members work on
their communication skill.
In addition, they invite a representative

from the Tacoma News Tribune to observe
the class. Sound familiar?
We of the BOD are not sharpening our
skills to become more efficient at your expense. but rather, for your benefit.
Michael Caine
ASC President
(Editor's Note: According to Joe Turner. the
Tacoma News Tribune reporter who has
covered the Tacoma City Council for the
past year, the council participates in no
such class. He said all meetings of the
governing body are legally scheduled
meetings or workshops open to the public
and that to his knowledge the newspaper
has not received an exclusive invttatton to
parttctpate tn a ."communication class.")

Editor lackadaisical with action;
should run fot ·Board of Directors
To the editor:
Commenting on your opinions and overcritical newspaper, why is it you're so free
with your words but lackadaisical with your
actions?
Have you ever been an officer of a committee or club? Have you ever voluntarily attended a BOD meeting? Well if you have all
the answers, maybe you should have run for
BOD. Maybe you should have more ambitions to find out what's taking place on this
campus. Involvement is what BOD has been
pushing ever since this year began.
I don't think this university is as inferior
as you make believe it is. In case you didn't
know, Central is ranked seventh nationally
in its category.
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It seems you're speaking for the entire
campus, but you have not the time to listen
to anyone but yourself.

There is a numerous amount of excellent
programs. administrators. faculty and
students on this campus. Sure, there are
things that need to be changed, but it
doesn't happen overnight. Time is needed to
make changes successful I'm sure you spent
a lot of time changing this newspaper.
I hope you can bring yourself to say at
least one nice comment every week. The
way this first issue has gone, it would be appreciated if you had some compassion for
the university.
Patrick Henry Caine
Quigley Hall

Former editor
praises Observer
To the editor:
As a former editor of Central's campus
newspaper. 1t was with great interest that I
attended the unveiling of The Observer last
Wednesday afternoon.
When I stepped down from the helm of the
now-deceased Campus Crier following the
fall and winter quarters of 1981-82, I imagined, because of the unusually high
number of extremely talented people that
fate had so kindly put at my disposal, that
the campus paper had become about as
close to being real "newspaper" as it ever
had. Or would.

a

Tact a key
To the editor:
Regarding your opinion column. I don't
believe these attacks are called for. valid or
not. They aren't parallel to your goal of
"credible journalism."
I am one of the strongest believers in letting our leaders know what we want from
them, but that isn't the way. A more constructive and tactful form of feedback would
probably be much more effective and may
even create a little trust and good wlll.
Like many other things in this institution.
you're starting off on a new and good idea.
Why don't we all work together and help
each other toward positive steps. nicely.
Doug Pahl
Stephens-Whitney Hall

Not so.
Even to the most casual Central reader,
The Observer must be like a deep breath of
fresh air ..To one who has endured the long
nights, the 'strangling deadlines and the
anxiety of one's soon-to-be-read editorial,
however, The Observer is very simply this: a
magnificent accomplishment.
Yet, there's more.
When one watches the interaction of the
staff. including the adviser, the reason for
this success is obvious. First, the present
editor. like any talented- leader, has surrounded himself with talented people.
Secondly, he has taken that multitalented group of people and created an atmosphere of unity, of team work, of
togetherness - call it what you will - the
end product of which is a group of enormously gifted individuals with a burning
singleness of purpose, producing the finest
paper in the history of Central Washington
University.
Congratulations, you're there.
Matt McGillen
Sportswriter
Yakima Herald-Republic

Without credibility
Observer will go down
To the editor:
I believe the name change of the Campus
Crier is totally unnecesSa.ry. Why remove
something so traditionally linked to a school
as its paper's name? Update the format and
by all means improve the writing and
editing, but don't change the name.
A paper's reputation wtll only be as good
as its credibility in reporting the facts.
Without that credibility. the paper's support
can only go down, whether its called the
Crier or The Observer.
If the first issue is any indication of what's
to come, I suspect the writing and editing of
The Observer will be much the same as its
predecessor. A name change will not
automatically improve support.
Print it blue, if you like, but let's have the
name of the Campus Crier back on the front
page of our Crier.
·
Tim Durbin
Kamola Hall

The Observer -
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r--------- Parents Weekend 1984 ----------,
Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, MAY
10:00 am 6:00 pm 6:00 pm -

18 10:00 pm Western Art Show
8:00 pm REGISTRATION for weekend events
9:30 pm *Dinner Theatre-"You Know I Can~t Hear You
When the Water is Running"
8:00 pm, - 9:00 pm WELCOME & Slide Show
9:00 pm - 10:30 pm Moonlight Swim

SATURDAY,
8:00 am
8:00 am
9:00 am
9:00 am
10:00 am
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:30
1 : 00
1:00

am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

4:45 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm
ALL DAY

Holiday Inn
Conference Center
McConnell Tower Theatre
McConnell Auditorium
Memorial Pool- $1.80 ea.

MAY 19 - 12:00 pm REGISTRATION for weekend events
- 10:00 am Run with the Wind - Registration(Run at lOam)
- 12:00 pm Campus Tours
Academic Showcases
Department Open Houses
- 4:00 pm 4th Congressional High School Art Competition
- 4:30 pm *Racquetball Tournament
Open gym - tennis & volleyball
- 10:00 pm Western Art Show &Auction
- 4:00 pm University Store Open
- 1:30 pm *Western Bar-B-Que
- 4:30 pm Rodeo Events
- 5 : 00 pm Swimming - open
& 7:30 pm Puppet Theatre - "Tears of Joy" '
Adults - $2.50 Children - · $1.so
- 6:30 pm *Dinner
- 9:30 pm *Dinner Theatre-"You Know I Can't Hear You
When the Water is Running"
- 8:00 pm Residence Hall Open Houses
- 1:00 am DANCE -"Lost Highway Band".
& EVENING Washington Miss Teen Pageant

SUNDAY, MAY
10:15 am 10:30 am 11:00 .am 1:00 pm 3:00 pm ALL DAY

20 1:00
12:30
4:00
4:30

pm
pm
pm
pm

Brunch for Students
*Brunch with President (Parents & Faculty)
University Store Open
*River Floats
New Games
*Captain &Crew Golf Tournament(9holes)
Western Art Show &Auction

Conference Center
Nicholson Pavilion
Conference Center
Samuelson Union Bldg.
Academic Bldgs.
SUB Yakima Room
Nicholson Pavilion
Nicholson Pavilion
Holiday Inn
Samuelson Union Bldg.
Rodeo Grounds
Nicholson Pool
Hal Holmes CenterEl lensburg Library .
Holmes Dining Hall
McConnell Tower Theatre
Residence Halls
SUB Ballroom-$1.00 ea.
Hertz Recital
Holmes Dining Hall
SUB Fountain Room
Samuelson Union Bldg.
Hertz Hall Parking Lot
Bowl Area
Ellensburg Golf Club
Holiday Inn

THE EVENTS WITH AN ASTERIC IN FRONT OF THEM REQUIRE PRE-REGISTRATION. WE SUGGEST YOU
ASK YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER TO MAKE THESE ARRANG~MENTS FOR YOU OR ASK ABOUT THEM WHEN
YOU CHECK IN AT THE CONFERENCE CENTER.
For roore information please call #963-1321, #963-1691.

~----------------------------------------------------~
Your parents rec'e ived this letter in March.

Parents Weekend
*Stroll through the Western
Art Show
*Tour an academic
department
*Whoop it up at the college
rodeo
*Enjoy a raft trip down
the Yakima River
I

This is ybur chance to show
your folks the special flavor
of Central!

6A -
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Graduate School
For many, a.d vanced degree is a distinct advantage
By SUSAN COTTMAN
Of The Observer

For those students who haven't been
burned out by four years of
undergraduate school and want to continue their education, getting a
graduate degree can be a good idea.
Admission to a graduate program is
the first hurdle to overcome and one
factor at Central is the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE).
Central requires appplicants tp take
the GRE besides applying, have letters
of recommendation, a three-point grade

point average for the last 90 credits of
undergraduate work and a personal
statement of educational objectives and
professional aims, according to :Britta
Jo Hammond, administrative assistant
in graduate admissions and records.
The GRE is the only test Central requires, she said.
This standardized test measures
language and math skills in two sections and how well students would do
in a graduate program, Hammond said.
According to Dale Comstock, dean of
graduate studies, the GRE is "pretty
reliable."

"Technically it has been studied a
great deal for validity and reliability,"
he said.
·
The test is one measure that doesn't
exist in other data used to admit
students, such as grade point average,
Comstock said.
"It provides comparative information
we don't get otherwise and data with
which we can compare the 300,000
students across the country who take it

Have aB ooming Good Summer

each year," he said.
Comstock said one misconception
students have is that they pass or fail
the GRE.
He said the score students receive
tends to be confirming of their grade
point average.
"If the grade point average is good,
the GRE scores will be good, and if it's

See GRAD SCHOOL, Page 8A.

415 No. Pine

at

925-9134

We Won't

Be

Undersold
.Team Uniforms

The University of Puget Sound·s reputation for
academic excellence draws many non·UPS
students to the Tacoma campus in the Summer
• They know they·u get a 1op·fl1ght educational
experience
• They appreciate the size
large enough to ma1otain d1vers1ty. small
enough to recognize each student
• They hke ~he close·in. tree parking. the restful
campus. and the convenient location (UPS is
located half-way between Seattle and
Olympia).

Tuition in Summer Session 1s on a per umt
basis (one unit 1s equivalent to six (6) quarter
hours or lour (4) semester hours)
1 unit $540 2 units $1080 3 units $1350

• Pick up one or two of those ma1or courses
you·ve been unable to schedule
• Take some prerequ;s1tes for next years
classes
• Devote a summer to a part1cu:arly d1tt1cult
course
• Work and go to school - classes are
scheduled 1n the evening and 1n short blocks
of time
• Take some basic. required courses - the
schedule includes courses 1n Core and
01stribut1on areas
• Take one entire year of Introductory Physics
Chemistry. or Anatomy and Physiology
• Take a special course 1n an area you haven t
had time to explore

Summer Session reg1strat1on begins on April 30
You may register between April 30 and the first
day of any dass. 1n person or by mail.

~

1 Day Lettering

Nike· Addldas ·Brooks
Puma -Tiger.,; Convene
Blazer· K. Swl•

10%-40%off

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Bikes

(Students who enroll for three umts receive onehalf unit without cost).

-----·

you

Athletlc Shoes

wlah to have a Summer Seuton Bulletin with complete course and registration material
sent to you. simply clip and send 1n. the coupon For more 1nforma11on. call the Summer Session
lfice at 206-756-3207 or write Summer Session. University of Puget Sound. 1500 North Warner
reet. Tacoma. WA 98416.

Mitts-Bats

lo :;;~;o

Get Ready For Spring

O.P. Sportswear

Sweats & Shorts

Headquarters For All

Russall-Nlke-0.P.

The New Styles

Sub 4 • Dolfln

10% off

ame

l

Street Address/Box Number/Room Number

City

rI

State

Zip

---------------~------------------

·-·sONCHiiiSTAtiiiA·Nr--1
.

NOWOHN

New Hors d'oeuvres

I

For Lunch 11 ·2 pm and Dinner 6 • 9 pm

Live

With this

I

live

I

Live Music

Planning a p a r t y ? I
Bonchl wlll close It's doors for any
•

Come Try Our

group of 25-40 people.
Advance notice necessary.

CABOOSE CAR
LOUNGE

And a New Selection of

"Dessert"
House Drinks

1

Students are Invited to come down and study from .

6amto 11 am.

1

Coffeeand homemadedonutsavallable. ·
i•
217 N. Pine next to Mode I Laund ry
I...........................................................!
Cash Value
1120 cent
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marginal. the GRE score will show
that.·· Comstock said.
Comstock has been appointed to the
GRE board. which is made up of university personnel from across the United
States, and sets policies and directs
research studies for the test.
He recently attended a meeting in
Princeton. N.J. of the Educational
Testing Service which contracts with
the board to operate the tests •. Comstock said.
The GRE board also conducted
discussions across the country to get
student feedback on the test. he said.
Students who represented Central in
the Feb. 2 Seattle discussion were
Catherine Armstead. a psychology
graduate student. and Karl Sodt. an art

graduate student. according to Comstock.
Armstead said the discussion focused
mainly on the GRE information bulletin
which goes out to students.
The bulletin is a test-taking strategy
booklet containing practice tests.
Students commented on aspects of
the bulletin they thought it could be improved, she said.
Proposals. which included changing
the format to make the bulletin less
monotonous. will be considered by the
board before it decides how to design
the 1984-85 bulletin. Armstead said.
She stressed, however, that no
changes are definite.
Other possibilities discussed were
.having forums where students could
talk to representatives from different

fields they're interested in, she said.
Also, the board might add another date
for students to take the GRE. but these
aren't certain either.
Armstead said she thinks it's important for students to remember the GRE
isn't the qnly indicator for admission.
"If the student didn't do well on the
GRE but has · a high grade point
average. the average will be looked at.··
she said.
Comstock said he and most people
are opposed to using the GRE as the
single measure for admission.
The test. however. presents the kind
of situation students are confronted
with in academic and professional lives,
he said.
''They are similar pressures students
have to deal with." he said.

Comstock said there has been a
rebirth of interest in the GRE as another
measure of academic ability along with
grade point average and letters of
recommendatiop..
According to Hammond. Central requires the GRE except for two programs- master of science in math and
master of science in chemistry, which
require advanced tests.
A $29 fee is charged for both types of
tests, she said.
The GRE is offered six times a year
and students must register a month
before they can take it an~ receive
scores a month after the test. Hammond said.
Test-taking strategy books are
available in the bookstore, she said.

For information about advertising in The Observer, the new voice of Central Washington University, contact Sally Reifers at 963-1026.

INTERVIEWING
ON
CAMPUS
NOW
We are now accepting applications_for
management positions in the U.S. Navy for:

SATURDAY

APRii iQ.

AT THE

RADIH

WITH
KAPER
Ii

•

,,,

lli\'I~" If llllJll /4"/~J11'
LADIES NIGHT -DOORS OPEN AT 8 PM

ALL COVER
GOES TO THE CANCER SOCIETY
8A _ The Observer

•Business Management.
•Nuclear Engineering
•Medicine *Intelligence
*Aviation *Law
*Civil Engineering
*Shipboard Operations
Applicants should be no older than 28 years
old. have a BS/BA degree (technical degree
preferred) or be within 18 months of graduation. be able to pass aptitude and physical
examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
To make an appointment. call Navy Officer
Programs toll-free:
*In Washington 1-800-582-4009
•Montana/Idaho 1-800-428-3828
Or sign ap at the Career Placement Office for
oar campus visit on April 25~27 at the Job
Fair.
Thursday, April 12, 1984

Prof calls statement 'an insult' to students
By JEFF MORTON
Of The Observer
Some faculty members have taken exception to a statement by Faculty Senate Chairman Phil Backlund which implied that the
B.A. in education degree is inferior to a
straight B.A. or B.S. degree.
Backlund's remark was reported in the
Mar<;h 8 issue of the Campus Crier in a story
about the elimination of the B.A. education
degree except in elementary education, early childhood education and special education.
"Calling the B.A. education degree a
lesser degree than a B.A. or B.S. ls an insult
to every student on campus who gets a B.A.
education degree," said David Shorr, assistant professor of early childhood education.
He said he felt Backlund's remark was not
the correct reason and was merely an opi·
nion.
"I find Dr. Backlund's comment very silly
and very elitist. it doesn't reflect the reason
for the degree designation,·' Shorr said.
"It was a flippant statement that the B.A.
education degree ls somehow not as
valuable as a B.A. or B.S. degree. Also given
that he ts the Faculty Senate chairman and
ha8 been involved in the discussion is
unbelievably flippant.'·
Backlund said he made the comment
because, under the change, some departments would have an option to increase the
number of credits required for teaching part
of the degree.
Now. however, Backlund said he can see
his critics' side of the debate.
"I do see the implications that could have
been derived and it was an ill-advised thing
for me to say."
In 1982 the degree change was proposed
but the senate could not agree on all of the
recommendations .. An ad hoc committee of
faculty and administrators was formed dur-

ing the winter of 1983 to study the elimination of the degree.
Beverly Heckart, chairman of the committee, said it recommended elimination of the
degree at the Jan. 23 Faculty Senate
meeting.
One of the proposals was a 15-credit increase in the elementary education program.
The senate voted to accept the recommendation for elimination at its Feb. 8 meeting,
but the education department contested the
proposed increase from 45 tQ 60 credits in
the elementary education program.
The Faculty Senate reconsidered, and
passed a motion eliminating the 15-credit
increase at its March 9 meeting.

The recommendations, which go into effect fall 1985, will create the following
changes for education students:
- The B.A. in education degree except for
three programs - early childhood education. elementary education and special
education - will be eliminated.
- For each B.A. or B.S. degree program
with a teaching emphasis, the education
specialty shall be distinct from non-teaching
specialties.
. . . :. Each department which prepares
students in subjects commonly taught in
secondary schools may offer the following
options - one or more majors of 45-60
credits for secondary teachers; a 60-75
credit broap area major, with no more than

60 credits from the major department and at
least 15 credits from other departments; or a
60-75 credit major in which all courses may
be from one department.
According to Heckart. the reasons for the
change were a desire to more accurately
reflect a student's course of study and a
desire to more closely conform to the practices of other four-year institutions.
"In most states the B.A. education degree
has been eliminated.·· Heckart said.
"I have no qualms about the change if that
is what most of the universities are doing,
and if that is what the structure of higher
education is," Shorr said. "But if we are
changing it just because the name will make
it stronger, then why don't we just change
the students' degrees to a Ph.D?"

Students to be offered free immunizations
Last Thursday 61 percent of the residence
hall managers and living group advisers
(LGAs) received vaccinations against
· measles, mumps and rubella. TJ:-tese shots
were the first step in a voluntary immunization program to protect CWU students
against the diseases.
Starting next Tuesday, other students will
have a chance to get a free MMR shot.
"Measles is one of the most infectious
diseases known to man," said Dr. Steve
Laney, organizer of the campus immunization program. _"We are advising students to.
take advantage of this opportunity and get
immunized even if they were immunized
before because there is a chance that the immunization did not take the first time."
In order to protect against a measles outbreak on campus, the student health center
and the Kittitas County Health Department
have started a ·voluntary immunization program for Central students.
The free vaccinations will be offered at the
dining halls. Shots are also available at th~

''

II

county health department (507 Nanum St.)
Monday through Friday from 1 to 4:30 p.m.,
but the usual fee there is $5. ·
Free vaccinations may also be offered to
university faculty, staff and their
dependents after the students are immunized.
The times and locations for the free vaccinations are:
Holmes Dining Hall - Tuesday. April 17,
· 4:30-6:30 p.m.: Thursday, April 19.
4:30-6:30 p:m.
Tunstall Commons - Tuesday, April 24,
4:30-7 p.m.
Depot Deli - Thursday, April 26,
4:30-7:30 p.m.
In 1983, 51 percent of all reported measles
cases were associated with college campuses. Those With the highest risk are the
students who live in college residence halls.
Health researchers estimate that 15 percent to 20 percent of the college-age population is susceptible to measles because of the

IT'S

lack of immunization or failure of the immunization to result in protection.
This lack of protection is important
because measles is more serious in adults
than in children. People 20 and older have
had the highest death-to-case ratio in recent
years. Complications such as middle ear infection or bronchopneumonia cart occur
with measles.
If a person was ·immunized by an early
vaccine or. vaccinated before he was a year
old, the immunization may not be effective.
Several outbreaks of measles have occured in Washington state since January.
The outbreaks in Snohomish and King
Counties still are not completely controlled.

In response to the outbreaks, the
Washington State Department of Social and
Health Services, the American College
Health Association and the U.S. Public
Health Service have all issued statements
urging all universities to establish an immunization program.

REco~RD

NIGHT!

For lust $4, you can loln the
Business and Economics Clu~
and help us break the QI~ record
of 168 pitchers.

DON FRANCISCO
McConnell Auditorium
Sunday April 15, 1984
no charge, free wlll offering

sponsored by

CMA Salt Co.Outreach and Concert Speclaltles
Thursday, April 12, 1984

When: April 18, 19~4 at 8PM
Where: SUB ~08
- to be concluded at Frazzini's
(I. D. REQUIRED)
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Olympic torch relay to begin May 8
LOS ANGEl,ES (UPI) - The Olympic torch
will be carried on a zig-zag course through
33 states before ending a 9,000 mile relay
during opening ceremonies of the Summer
Games, Olympic organizers said Tuesday. ·
The torch will be lit in the Greek village of
Olympia and carried by hand to Athens,
then shot by laser to a satellite anq reflected
back to New York City for the beginning of
the .cross-country run May 8, organizers
said.
The relay will pass through 41 of the nation· s biggest cities and about 1,000 smaller
communities in a route larely deternmined
by the controversial sale of one-kilometer
sponsorships for $3,000.
Although the money will be contributed to
youth sports organizations. the sponsorships angered Greek officials who complain-

ed that an ancient tradition was being
tainted by "honky tonk" commercialism.
The torch is scheduled to arrive July 28 at
the Coliseum, the chief venue for the Summer Games. It has not yet been announced
who will run the final leg into the stadium
and light the flame in a large torch first us,ed
in the 1932 Olympics.
·'The route was designed to go where people indicated they had interest in participating in the Olympic Torch relay and
where it was logistically feasible." Joel
Fishman, director of the relay for the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee,
said.
The relay. scheduled to last 82 days, will
begin in New York City and head up the
Atlantic coast to Boston. Runners will then
pass through Connecticut and New York.

Campus Briefs
Interviews
Campus Interviews: The following firms
will have representatives at the Career Planning & Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up schedules are
posted one week prior to visit: April 26.
K-Mart Apparel, Puyallup, Management
Trainee Program, retail clothing sales interest. ,
School Districts: The following school
districts will have representatives on campus on the dates listed. For more information visit the CCPC office. Pasco, April 13;
Puyallup, April 13; Federal Way. April 16;
Portland Public schools, April 17,18,20;
Kent. April 19; Longview. April 20.
Job Search Workshop: A job search
workshop for arts and science candidates
will be presented by Robert D. Malde of the

Philadelphia and Baltimore en route to
Washington, where the torch will be carried
past the Capital. the White House and
several other landmarks.
The torch will be carried through New

Mexfco, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and
Washington to Seattle, then head south
through Oregon and Nevada, with former
decathlon champion Bruce Jenner carrying
the flame across the border into California.

:I---------------------------------,
Sandrina'sBeautySalon
:
$2.00 off all haircuts
'I

I

:
I
I

I

•I

with this coupon
('a,..fl\ahlt' l/:!0!·1·111

t"\piration: \pril:S0.14>tn

:
I
I

~---------------~------~----~-----!

Central Washington U'!!iversity
·seniorBall 1984

CCPC from 3 p.m. to 4 pm. in Shaw-Smyser
106onApril 17, 18. 19.
Graduate Students: All graduate students
planning to complete master's degree requirements spring quarter must contact
Graduate · Admissions and Records in
Bouillon 205 .by April 20. All requirements
for the degree must be completed by May 25
for a spring quarter degree.

.Employment
Summer Employment: Summer camp
jobs are available for male counselors at
Lutherwood Bible Camp. Lutherwood
representatives will be on CWU campus the
mornings of April 19, 20 to interview for
these· positions. Contact Student Employment. Barge 205. for an application and to
sign up for an interview time.

Seniors (135 credits at the end of winter quarter '84),
faculty, and their guests are invited to celebrate with us
Friday, April 27th in the SUB ballroom.
Tickets availableatA.S.C. information booth

THAT THEY MAY ALL BE ONE
PEACE WEEK 1984
April

16~20

NOON EVENTS - SUB PIT

Monday-s!ideshow "That They May All Be One: A USSR Odyssey" "That They May All Jk One" is a :rn minute
slideshow that presents a glimpse into the life of the Christian Church in the USSR. This glimpse is through the eyes of
15 seminarians and their advisors who traveled to the Soviet Union to learn about its people and to bring them a
message of Christian unity and peace from North America.
Officially there is oo God in the Soviet Union, but these 15 people say, "There is! '

*BOD Meetings
Weekly BOD meetings for spring quarter will be at 3 p.m. on Mondays.
Check with ASC office for weekly meeting locations.

*Student Positions A vailabl~
We're looking for two students interested in getting leade~ship and programming experience.
The positions of Wildcat Week Coordinator and Homecoming Coordinator are now open. Both positions run April through October, 1984,
and ha\'e a stipend of $100. We are accepting applications through Mon·
day , April 16. Applications, job descriptions and further information are
a\·ailahk in the ASC office, SUB 102, or call Kathy Ellingson at 963-1691.

*"Curbstone" Friday April 13, noon in SUB
Pit
.\ brian Cobb , member Board of Directors, King County Chapter of
\\ l> lhcr'> :\gainst Drunk Driving will speak on the hazzards of drunk
driYL'rs

10A -
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Tuesday-Larry Caldwell fro~ the Hanford Oversight Committee
Mr. Caldwell is one of the growing number of people from the Tri-Cities who are working to L'ducall' people to the
many harmful effects of nuclear power and weapons production. Of prime concern to this group is the prnposL·d na·
tional nuclear waste repository which is likely headed for the Hanford Reservation.

Wednesday-Jeannie Gaer - Peace-Pilgrimage to Japan
Ms. Gaer was part of an August 1983 Peace Pilgrimage to Hiroshima and Nagasaki, sites of the first atom hornhs dr"Jl
ped by the U.S.A. She is a11· active member of the local Grassroots Citizens Involvement Alliance.

Thursday-Virginia Brodine - The Word Dept. and the War Dept.
Virginia Warner Brodine is a writer and editor, now living in Roslyn, whose interest in working for peace gm·s li<rL·k 111
the end of World War 11. She is a longtime member of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedmn. ,\i...,.
Brodine was a founder of the Committee for Nuclear lnformationin 1958, editor of Environment magazine, 19h2 l!Jh'l
and consulting editor for six years thereafter. She was Vice-c hairperson, Scientists' Institute for Public l11for11wti1>11 ,
1973-75.

She Is the author of Radioactive Contamination (Harcourt Brace Jovnovich , 1975) and other hooks and articll'·'>, in
eluding "The Armageddon Bluff" (The Nation, January 31, 1972), co-authored with Mark Seldon .

(Paid Advertisement)
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A
Campus
Calendar

April

Eight Days
Student Art Exhibit, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery. all day.
Huey Lewis and the News,
p.m., SOLD OUT.

Thursday

13
Friday

Nicholson,

~

Joe Williams with CWU Jazz Band, McConnell Auditorium, 8 p.m:. $4 in advance, $5 at
the door, tickets available.

Yakima River Float, Leaves CWU at 3 p.m ..
$5 per person. sign up at Tent-n-Tube.

Campus Ambassadors, movie, "Shout for
. Joy," Grupe Conference Center. 7 p.m .. Free.
Around and About, campus television news.
6:30 p.m .. channel 2 .

Lewis-~lark

State College here. 2

Student Art Exhibit, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery. all day.

Baseball,
p.m.

Last day to apply for a BA degree.

Dance, Carmody-Munro, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Women's Tennis. at Whitman.

Mothers Against Drunk Drivers, Mary Cobb
from King County Chapter, SUB Pit, noon

Men's Tennis, at Bellevue CC.

Track. at Western Washington Invitational.

t4

Baseball, Lewis-Clark State College here, 2
p.m.

Saturday

lOK or 2 Mile Run, Nicholson. 9 a.m .. $8
T-shirt. $2 entry fee.

_Intramural Swim Meet, 10 person co-ed
teams. NPAV pool. noon. Team Fee SlO. Sign
up at the intramural office, NPA \' 108.

Dance, Barto Hall, 9 p.m.-1 a.m., $2.

Don Francisco. Guitarist, McConnell, 8 p.m.
U of Oregon Concert. Hertz. 8 p.m .. Free.

Sunday
Sarah Spurgeon
Slide Show. "That They May All Be One: A
USSR Odyssey •.. SUB Pit. noon.
.

16

Men's Tennis. Green River CC here. 1 p.m.
American Society of Safety Engineers,
meeting and barbecue, 6 p.m. call 925-9429
for info.

Monday
Sarah Spurgeon

College Life, .sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ. SUB 208, 7 p.m.

Larry Caldwell. from the Hanford Oversight
Committee. SUB Pit. noon.

Phil Backlund speech, "Employee
Relations," SUB 204-205, 7 p.m.

Peace Week Candlelight Vigil. meet in the
Sub Pit. 8 p.m.

Free Measles Immunzation, Holmes.
4:30-6:30 p.m.

Student Art Exhibit, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery. all day.

Jeannie Gaer speech, "Peace Pilmigrage to
Japan.·· SUB Pit, noon.

Faculty Recital. Sidney Nesselroad.
Baritone, Hertz, 8 p.m. , Free.

Lutheran Student Movement, "South
Africa: Time For a Change:· SUB room 107. 7
p.m.

Women's Tennis, at Whitworth and Gonzaga.

Community Film Series, "Health and
Lifestyle" and "Weighing the Choices:
Positive Approaches to Fitness." Black 102,
7-8 p.m. Free.

Student ~ Exhibit.
Gallery. all day.

17
Tuesday

18
Wednesday

Baseball, Oregon Tech. at the Dalles.

Student Art Exhibit, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery. all day.

19
Thursday

Thursday, April 12, 1984

ASC Film, "Harold and Maude," 3, 7. 9 :30
p.m.

Virginia Brodine speech, "The Word Department and the War Department." SUB Pit.
noon.
Free Measles Immunization, Holmes,
4:30-6:30 p.m.

PRSSA meeting, elections for new officers,
SUB Kachess, 7 p.m.

\The Observer -
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Wilkening-Fr-om-pa-9e-1A--------------,----------was flown from Olympia to assist.
At 5:10 a.m. a SWAT team member
used a bullhorn to attempt to
communicate with Wilkening. After
several attempts to make Wilkening
respond, 12 more gunshots were fired
from within the jail.
At 5:29 a.m., a radio transmission from
police inside the jail to officers outside
quoted Wilkening as saying. 'Tm here to
wreak havoc and hate."
A few minutes later, after a SWAT team
member called to Wilkening using the name
Jim Kincaid (the man police originally
thought was inside the jail}, Wilkening was
heard saying that Kincaid was not his name.
The only other comment Wilkening was
known to have made was his message to
authorities when he told them his name and
asked them to '"cancel the surgery and
schedule an autopsy."
Officials learned later Wilkening was
scheduled for a routine apendectomy in
Seattle the next day.
At 5:48 a.m. a SWAT team sharpshooter
radioed that he "could have a shot" at
Wilkening.
Sheriff Tom Young replied almost
immediately. "Take him. Wait for a good
shot."
Seconds later the fatal shot was fired by
the same unnamed sharpshooter.
After soft moans were heard from Inside
and police dogs were sent in two hours later
to find Wilkening. the final call came over
the police radio: "Subject is down, wearing a
metal vest. All is clear."
Young said after a year of investigation
with no new answers. the case is now
officially closed.
But even ~hough the investigation has
ceased. Young is still perplexed by the
incident.
"if we could rationalize a reason --any
reason:_ we could put a finish to the whole
thing. Quite frankly. it will never be
finished.

·'What got him started we still don't know.
We'll never know. It will be haunting us
until we have the answer."
One thing is certain in Young's mind.
however -- the outcome of the ordeal was his
only option.
'Tm convinced the acts taken were the
only ones left open to us," Young said. 'Tm
satisfied they were proper.·'
Young speculates after talking to a
psychologist that Wilkening's actions could
have been a glorified attempt at suicide.
"A lot of times a person wants to commit
suicide but doesn't want to do it himself."
he said.
"In any case, in my own mind. there's no
doubt he had no intention of coming out.··
Young 'i sn't the only person confused by
Wilkening·s actions of a year ago.
Friends. who recall the youthful
Wilkening, considered him something of a
teen-age "Thomas Edison."
Many who remember him said he was
constantly involved in chemical
experiments and was particularly fascinated
with. guns. He made several of them. one of
which he used at the jail. from scratch.
Brent Callahan. a former classmate of
Wilkening's at Morgan Junior High. called
Wilkening"the smart guy. the kind of guy
with the calculator on his belt."
Wilkening always had interests other than
school work. Probably bored by it. he
eventually qutt: Later he took the General
Equivalency Diploma Test in order to gain
admission to CWU.
His scores. according to CWU records.
were outstanding. He finished in the 90th
percentile in all five categories of the test.
scoring in the 99th percentile in the reading
and science portions.
Mike Genson, his eighth grade math
teacher said Wilkening was "the type of kid
I'd say. 'Boy. we're going to read about that
kid someday in the newspaper."'
But no one thought he would be making
the headlines he did.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN - One of the two automatic weapons Harvey
Wilkening carried into the Kittitas County Jail last year was a homemade, handheld machine gun.

)'.{)l}Ilg-F-ro_m_p_a-ge_1_A~~~~~~~~~~~
restaurateur for 10 years I would not have
been able to handle it.·~
Young said the Wilkening ordeal was an
extreme. but all part of the job as sheriff.
"This whole thing is a stressful
situation, eight hours a day. Stress is one
"o f the great~s .t factors in law
enforcement.'·
What made Young's job much easier.
the sheriff said. was the cooperation of the
five different law enforcement agencies
involved.
"It would have been very easy for one
person to squeeze off a round (of gunfire).
That would have made it very easy for five
others to do the same. The cold that night,
the stress and the frustrations could have
easily led somebody to create a situation

that would have taken us a long time to
gain control of.
"Even in the planning sessions there
was no argument as to who had command.
The SWAT team was brought here to help
us. There was no argument that they
weren't to move until I gave the g<i, ahead."
Even though Young says he has come to
grips with what happened, he said he
doesn't care to do it again -- unless he has
to.
"It's .not something you want to go
through." he said. "The odds are that I will
not · have to ·go through that again in my
career. And that's OK with me. I'm more
than able to do It again, I just don't
particularly want to have to."

CHECKMATE !"·~.
We've got a scintillating selection of
Games and Puzzles. Just in at
The University Store.
All Posters 25 % Off. Come on in and revitalize
your walls for spring.
Sweatpants ~ Off when you buy any regular price
sweatshirt. Fitness freaks, psuedo activists and
relaxation specialists: don't miss this once in a
springtime offer.
-
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STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday

11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday
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HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS -

Top rock band will perform tonight at 8 in Nicholson Pavilion.

Big entertainment n.i ght at Central
Top musicians here

JOE WILLIAMS - Legendary jazz vocalist will perform tonight with the CWU jazz band at 8
in McConnell Auditorium.

It's a big night for entertainment at Central
Washington University.
Two musicians, each tops in their respective
musical styles, are performing tonight at
opposite ends of the campus.
Huey Lewis and the News, San Francisco's
hottest rock band, is appearing in concert at
Nicholson Pavilion at 8 p.m.
Joe Williams, a legendary blues singer, will
perform ·with the CWU jazz band, directed by
professor John Moawad, at 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
Lewis' sold out performance at Central is one
of approximately 110 stops the band will make
on their five-month tour. This tour is the bands
first real headlining tour, according to Lewis.
Ellensburg is one of three stops the band is
making in Washington state. The other two are
in Seattle and Pullman.
Lewis, 32, first became interested in music as
a teenager. He said the News is the first
successful band he has been associated with.
Lewis attributes much of the bands success
to luck and hard work.
Williams, the 64-year-old jazz singer, is wellknown for his soulful blues ballads.
His professional career began in 193 7. In
1950 his association with the Count Basie Band
began and continued until 1961.
It was in 1961 that Williams' solo career was
born.
Williams, a living blues legend, was voted the
best blues singer five years in a row by
Downbeat Magazine.
He is still active today playing concerts, clubs
and jazz festivals.
Tickets are still available for tonight's jazz
performance. They can be purchased for $4 at
the SUB information booth or Stereocraft in
Ellensburg.

Megatrends makes

a person think hard

Senior Ball fills need
for traditional events

By KIM STOKES

By SCOTT ANDREWS

Of The Observer

Of The Observer

Megatrends, a bestseller by John Naisbitt,
is about the current directions American
society is taking.
Sounds kind of boring, huh? Some of the
reading is rather dry, but I found the majority of the book quite interesting.
The 10 chapters in the book examine each
of the "megatrends" in-depth. There were
three chapters that I found especially
noteworthy.
Chapter 1 deals with the shift from an industrial to an information-based society. In
discussing this, Naisbitt uses some scare
tactics to emphasize the need for such a
shift in the economy.
I-Ie states that when faced with a change
from industry- to information-based
economy, our society will look at it, and then
ignore it.
"Yet, we do so at great risk-to our companies, our individual career. our economy
as a whole," he writes. "Out of touch with
the present. we are doomed to fail in the unfolding future."
,
What a pleasant thought for those of us
soon to be entering the working world.
The '.'megatrend" in Chapter 3 is froni a
national to a global economy. Says Naisbitt.
"No longer do we have the luxury of
operating within an isolated, self-sufficient,
national economic system; we must now
acknowledge that we are part of a global
economy."
Being the flag-waving American that I am,
this was a surprising and difficult chapter

"This is going tQ be a graduation celebration." said Henry. Hewitt agreed and added,
"We've put four years of our lifetime and
learning in here at Central . . . we want people to leave with a good feeling."

It may not be exactly the Ritz, but Mary
Hewitt and Paul Henry suggest all seniors
and faculty "go where fashion sits" at Central - the Senior Ball.

for me to read. In this chapter, Naisbitt cites
drops in America's productivity growth,
world manufacturing and domestic market
share.
Hardly what you'd call uplifting reading.
Chapter 9 concerns the population shift
from the North to the South and West. For
the first time in America's history, the North
and East totaled a lower population.
In Naisbitt's opinion, this is because of a
combination of three of the other
megatrends - a change from an industrial
to an information-based society, the move
from a national to a global economy and the
reorganization from a centralized to a decentralized society.
In this chapter, Naisbitt also cites 10 cities
(in the Southwest and West) with the
greatest opportunities in high technology in·
formation and briefly profiles each of them.
Don't get me wrong here. This is not a
depressing or boring book by any means.
What it does is make you think.
That in itself is no small feat and for that
reason alone, this reviewer gives it a hearty
thumbs up.
Megatrends is available in paperback at
the University Store.

The April 27 event is the first senior ball in
more than five years, according to Henry. It
is being sponsored by the ASC, the University Store and the Alumni Association.
The resurrection began in the spring of
1983 through the efforts of alumni director
Gail Jones, who stressed the need for more
traditional, senior-oriented events. The
alumni association has "helped tremendously" Hewitt said, adding that the group
provided invitations and other essential
items.
Student coordinators Hewitt and Henry
agree planning the event was difficult, but
worth it.
All faculty members and seniors as of
winter quarter are invited to attend, Hewitt
said. Guests are welcome. The cost is $6 per
person _or $10 per couple.
The evening will include a no-host bar,
catered hors d'oeuvres and dancing to the
band "Janis." Hewitt said the band plays all
types of music - from rock to easy listening.
Semi-formal dress is required "to make it
more special" than a regular dance.
Both Hewitt and. Henry got involved with
the hope that the ball will once again
become a tradition.

TAKE-ALONG TUNES

for ZING in your SPRING!
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Tonight!
Huey Lewis brings News to Ellensburg
By KELLY MILLER
Of The Observer
No News is not necessarily good news for
Huey Lewis.
The good news is that "Huey Lewis and
the News" will perform tonight at CWU's
Nicholson Pavilion at 8 o'clock.
··we are glad to be coming that way.·· said
Lewis during a telephone interview. '·'It's going to be exciting for us.·' Lewis said this is
the band's first headlining tour since they
formed five years ago.
The tour is expected to last five months,
with a few weeks off here and there.
During that time, they will make approximately 110 stops. Three of those will be in
Washington state. During their three-day
stay in Washington, the band will play in
Seattle, Pullman and Ellensburg.
Lewis said they enjoy playing college
towns.
"I think the audiences are a little more
discerning, maybe, in college towns,'' he
said.
They look forward playing in Ellensburg.
Lewis said. They've played in Sea.t tle
several times over the past five years, but
this will be their first trip to Ellensburg.
Lewis attended college at Cornell University in upstate New York for two years before
he "discovered music and dropped out."
He actually became interested in music as
a teenager. He said his dad was a jazz drummer and his mother was an artist.
"I was always encouraged to do pretty
much anything I wanted to," he said. "So I
just sort of started in school.··
After leaving Cornell, Lewis returned
home to Marin County, Calif.. where he joined the country-rock band Clover. The band
went to England in the late 1970s.
After Clover broke up, Lewis and former
Clover keyboardist Sean Hopper formed the
News along with guitarist Chris Hayes,
Johnny Colla (guitar and saxophone),
bassist Mario Cipollina and drummer Bill
Gibson.
All six members were originally friends.
Lewis said he hasn't been in other successful bands before the News.
He attributes the News' success to "luck,
more than anything else." Although they've
certainly worked hard, Lewis said he thinks
they were in the right place at the right time.
The band's popularity has really soared
with their new "Sports" album. Lewis said
he didn't expect it at all.
"We were just sort of lucky, really," he
said. "We've become a much better recording band than before.''
They plan to cut another album next fall.
Lewis said they have a couple of ideas now,
but not enough to talk about yet.
Commenting on the increased popularity
of video music, Lewis said it is "definitely
the coming thing." But. he said he has mixed feelings about video music.
On one hand, he said he thinks it is good
because it is a new art form, people are doing exciting things wit~ it and it is "shaking
up radio play to an extent."
"The actor in me loves it; we've had a
good time with it,'' he said.
But on the other hand, "Much in the same
way as a great book is better than the movie,
so a great song is always better than the
video.''
Lewis said there is no room left for listener
creativity.
'·A song can be many different things to
many different people," he said. "Once a
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HUEY LEWIS -

Will he find his "new drug" in Ellensburg?

video is made, it only means one thing
because the translation is so literal.
"The musician in me feels it is a bit of a
shame."
He said some bands owe their very existence to Music Television (MTV).
"I don't think we are one of those," Lewis
said. Radio started playing them heavily at
the same time as MTV. Their success is ac-

tually dependent on a combination of the
two.
As far as the impact MTV has had on their
record sales, Lewis is unsure because he
doesn't know what the result would have
been without it.
Lewis said he feels that today, video music
is vital to a band's success. He does enjoy it
however.

They conceive their videos themselves. ·'I
insist on being in control of the forest," he
said. "The trees are left up to a lot of other
people."
The rumor that the blond woman featured
in their videos is Lewis' girlfriend Is not true.
According to Lewis, their mothers were
"pals" and that's how they know each
other.
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Student art
in gallery
Student work from CWU's art department
· will be on display in the Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery. Randall Hall. April 10 through 20.
The display is representative of quality
' work in a variety of media.
A sampling of student works includes a
paintstick and charcoal drawing by Fred
Sodt. its message evident in content and in
title - "A Cold Light and No Wind:·
The fanciful airbrush, watercolor and colored pencil work by Suzanne Rene Hoefle
entitled "Bear Necessity .. was impossible to
overlook. as was a strong metal/ceramic
sculpture by Timm Wauzyski entitled
''Arms.''
A bold oil on canvas by Gaylen Stewart,
entitled "Ifs Hard to be Fair With Only One
TV .. catches the eye with color and content.
Notable among the many excellent commercial quality graphics were several mock
magazine covers - particularly an untitled
serigraph by Bob Gutierrez. and another,
titled .. Scientific American .. by Jim Perry.
Photographic renditipns ranged from
tonal to a graphic shot by Catherine Nisbet
featuring stripes on stripes.
Jewelry and pottery also were well
represented. Of the latter, a decorative plate
by Kevin Kruckenberg is ethereal in blue
and white.
The Student Art Show may be a stepping
stone for · many of Centrars talented
students. Sahlstrand said several advanced
and graduate students have been accepted
into national professional exhibits.
"There are many juried exhibits around
the country. A lot of our students have submitted to those shows:· he said. "Ex·
perienced, sophisticated artist jurors and
museum curators have seen their work and
accepted it - rejecting, at the same time,
/ hundreds of other works.

By Kris Erikson/The Observer

STUDY BREAK -

Two students stop to talk after a long study session at the library.

"That is an indication of how artists professional artists elsewhere - view a lot of
student work from Central... Sahlstrand
said. "Ifs a very positive thing and it in·
dicates strong work in the department.··
The Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is open from
8 a ..m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. There is no admission charge.
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Exerc;sc Programs

Aerobics

THE

Body Works
Mon thru Thurs .
7 a .m . · 8 p.m.

Fri 7 a .m . · 7 p.m.

.Sat 10 a .m . · 4 p.m.

TAVI

RANCH
PRESENTS

JR. CADILLAC
FRIDAY APRIL 13
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY BENEFIT
DANCE SATURDAY APRIL 14

Strypes
WEDNESDAY APRIL 18
CALL 962-9997
SPONSORED BY KCAT
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Seattle Opera offers Sampler Series
The Seattle Opera has two new 'options
.. available to patrons who want to buy a
~ subscription for the 1984-85 season.
Part-time opera fans can get a Sampler
Series of three operas and there will be a
special half-price discount offer for students
and senior citizens.
The 1984-85 season, the first planned by
the company's new g~neral director,
Speight Jenkins, offers a wide variety of
operas including The Ballad of Baby Doe (In
English), Tannhauser (in German with
supratitles), L 'Eltsir d'Amore (in Italian with
supratitles), La Boheme (in Italian) and
Jenufa (in English).
For the~ first time, opera patrons may
subscribe to a Sampler Series which in-

eludes only three of the season's five operas.
Also, several complete series of all five
operas are available and include a 20 percent discount off the box office price.
Also for the first time, senior citizens and
students may subscribe to selected evening
series in the Orchestra Side Section for halfprice and receive a subscription to all five
operas for as little as $24.
All subscribers will receive priority
seating and will be sent advance copies of
the Seattle Opera Magazine, which contains
information and articles on the upcoming
opera.
To receive a free brochure with complete
details on the 1984·85 season and information on subscribing. call (206)447-3299.

Low IQers gather
WASHING TON (UPI) - A fun-loving
group organized to offset MENSA. the high
IQ organization. had its first national convention in Texas on April Fool's Day.
The counter-group calls itself DENSA, but
don't let that name fool you. Being dense is
not necessarily the same as being dumb. Or
slow-witted. Or stupid. Or any of the other
synonyms for a low IQ.
You can be as smart as a whip and still be
dense, in the sense of having a brain that is
easily boggled by high technology.
A new book. Ah. Bewilderness. touches
on this meaning of dense. Subtitled Muddling Through Life, it calls attention to the
thousands of "tiny crises and glitches" that
are so much a part of everyday living.
"The dense get in the wrong lines, lose the
instructions. spring forward when they
should fall back, get stuck on line 2A of the
IRS form," says the author, Mary Gray, a
former White House speech writer.

Library, arts commission earn
Artists in l{esidence award
The Ellensburg Public Library and
Ellensburg Arts Commission have .r eceived
an Artists in Residence Award for the Tears
of Joy Theater performance the groups will
sponsor next month.

Any non-profit organization or government unit may apply. according to Michael
A. Croman: executive director of the arts
commission.

The award, approved by the Washington
State Arts Commission, means the state
commission will split the cost of the perfor·
mance with the two sponsors.

However, the organization applying must
have been involved with art for at least one
year and the art project must benefit
Washington state citizens.

Applications for matching funds still are
available and are accepted on the first of
each month.

For information contact Marcia Pinto at
the arts commission in Olympia at
(206)753-3860.

Sumlner Jobs
The University Housing Department has several projects requiring temporary positions in the
following trades or related areas: Carpentry, Flooring, Ventilation and Air Conditioning,
Steam/Pipefitting and Cement Finishing. These special projects are expected to begin June 11,
1984 and terminate September 7, 1984. Preference will be given to permanent employees,
Housing Maintenance students and temporary employees, and persons who will be enrolled as
full-time students at Central, Fall Quarter 1984.
Applications must be obtained from the Personnel Office (Edison Hall, Room 102) and returned
to that office no later than 5 p.m., Friday, April 27, 1984.

CARPENTER

1 POSITION

$9.99/HOUR

Perform journey level work, lead and work with Maintenance Aides. Completion of a
recognized apprenticeship as a carpenter, or four years' experience will be required.
Preference will be given to applicants with experience in directing and working with students.

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
CARPENTER

4 POSITIONS

$8.61/HOUR

Primary tasks will involve sidewalk replacement (demolition, forming, pouring, finishing), steel
door and window wall installation, electrical grounding rod installation, fence building, and
shower remodeling. Previous carpentry experience of at least six months will be required.

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
MASON

1 POSITION

$8.61/HOUR

Work primarily includes preparation and finish of sidewalks, curbings, and various flat cement
surfaces. Previous cement finishing experience of at least six months will be required.
·

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
SHEET METAL MECHANIC

1 POSITION

$8.61/HOUR

Work primarily includes installation of shower exhaust systems; duct, grilles, dampers,
centrifugal fans, and accessories. Some sheet metal fabrication will also be involved. Previous
sheet metal or HVAC experience of at least six months will be required.

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
FLOORLAYER

2 POSITIONS

$8.61/HOUR

Work primarily involves retiling of apartment floors; old floor covering removal, subfloor
preparation, and installation of new tile, linoleum, and cove base. Previous experience of at
least six months will be required.

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
PLUMBER/PIPE/STEAMFITTER

~

Fast. Free Delivery
505 N. Pone St
Phone: 925-6941

Hours :
4:30 • 1:00 Sun.· Thurs.
4:30 · 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Our drivers carry less
than 520.00.
Limited delivery area.
~198 4

$8.61/HOUR

Applicants for the abov~ positions must be prepared to furnish all necessary hand tools for the
completion of appointed tasks. All applicants must possess a valid motor vehicle operator's
license. Further work involving various trade skills will be assigned as necessary.

Oommo·a Pizza. Inc;

r······--·-------~----·,

$1.00
Off! ·

2 POSITIONS

Work primarily involves installing insulation, valves, and fittings in residence hall
heating/mechanical systems. Previous plumbing/pipefitting experience of at least six months
will be required.

$1 .00 off any 16"
pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:

Falt, Free Delivery•

Ill\~~"-'°"
L••• ::::~~~---~--------J

WEBSTER'S
ROCK n' ROLL
APRIL
' 13th & 14th
Thu_rsday, April 12, 1984

MAINTENANCE AIDE:
PAINTER

6 POSITIONS

$5.80/HOUR

The work primarily includes painting the interior and exterior of housing buildings. Applicants
must be 18 years of age. Preference will be given to those who have previous painting
exp~rience.

MAINTENANCE AIDE

6 POSITIONS

$5.80/HOUR

Work primarily involves removal and disposal of old carpet in residence halls, and assisting
qualified tradesmen in performance of various construction related tasks. Applicants must be
18 years of age, physically able to perform heavy manual labor, and possess a valid motor
vehicle operator's license.

CWl/ Housing Services
·The Observer -
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The Ranch provides practical experience for Central student
'One mistake and I'm closed'
By KELLY MILLER
Of The Observer
For years we have heard that a college
degree will help get your foot in the door, but
Is no guarantee of success. Practical .. handson .. experience Is the key to success In the
.. real" world.
Bob Winn, a CWU student. takes that advice seriously.
Aside from attending college, Winn also
owns and operates his own business, the
Ranch Taveri:i on the old Vantage highway.
According to Winn, the lower half of the
building which houses the Ranch was built
around 1943 as a train station for
Ellensburg. The top half of the building is
part of an old aircraft hangar.
During World War I. the building functioned as a .. bring your own bottle club" for
pilots being trained for the war. After the
war It became a tavern and has operated as
such ever since.
Winn said he got this historical information from a 76-year-old man who came in to
reminisce over a beer. Winn didn't know the
man's name.
Winn's association with the Ranch began
in the summer of 1983. He worked closely
with the former owner. Don Ball. to open the
tavern for the Ellensburg Rodeo weekend.
He managed the tavern for Ball, who lives
in Edmonds. Ball decided to sell the tavern
last fall because the commute over the
mountain was Inconvenient.
The building never went to the open
market. Rather, a deal was made between
Ball and Winn.
The tavern was closed for several weeks
this winter while Winn was obtaining all
legal permits. Winn said the transfer df the
liquor license is what held him up.
He finally received his liquor license on
March 5 and his doors opened on March 7.
Winn plans to open every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday night. He has some of
"the most popular bands In the state.. lined
up for spring quarter. He has a band booked
every weekend throughout the quarter, and
one on nearly every Wednesday.
Winn said he wants to bring In Seattle
bands.
"Ellensburg ls a closed market. .. he said.
"Everyone is locked in. Now you have a

Profile
chance to see top Seattle bands without the
drive."
Winn books bands through Doug Boad
from Seattle-based Far West.
The line-up for spring quarter will attract
mostly college students. Next fall, however,
music selection will be more balanced as
Winn plans to bring in country bands, as
well as rock bands, "In an attempt to cater to
locals," he said.
Winn has recently incorporated a Ladies'
Night on Saturdays. Cover for ladies is $1.
Winn said that the biggest draw on Ladies'
Night is the men, ironically, but the ratio of
males to females is pretty good.
Winn is a part-time student at Central. He
said the business has little effect on his
grades so far, although the Ranch does come
first. He puts in 60 to 80 hours a week running the tavern.
Winn has four employees who are also
CWU students. Daryl Turner. Mike Manship
and John Lovitt are full-time employees.
Rob Nist Is Winn's part-time "do it all"
employee.
Winn said his biggest problem Is watching
for minors and fake identification. He is
ultimately responsible If a minor gets In.
"One mistake and I'm closed," he said.
Therefore, his policy Is that everyone has to
have ID on them and show It at the door.
Another problem Winn has encountered ls
overcoming the tavern's former image. It
has been notorious for fights and minors,
but Winn said that won't happen anymore.
"In the past, the Ranch has been looked
lowly upon, "said Winn. ''I'm trying to
change It to a more respectable place."
An often-heard complaint about the
Ranch from Its patrons has been the sad
shape of the restrooms. Winn said he plans
to fix them up this summer.
Other plans Include remodeling to
facilitate entrance for handicapped people.
Next year, Winn's remodeling plans will
include Insulating the building, painting Inside and out, and re-roofing.

BOB WINN -

CWU student is proud owner of his own business -

th~

Ranch t v<ern

Top Seattle bands feel welcome at tavern
By KELLY MILLER
· Of The Observer
Why would two bands who do quite well
on their own as "headliners" want to come
to Ellensburg and play together?
"For fun."
Two of Seattle's top club bands, the
Cowboys and the Visible Targets, played
Ellensburg's Ranch Tavern on March 30
and 31.
According to the Cowboys, the two bands
have known each other for four years and
get along well.
The Visible Targets "love the Cowboys."
They said that when playing In Eastern
Washington It ls often necessary to play
together.
The two bands work together often.
The Cowboys originally formed in 1979.
Since then they have gone through several
band members. Vocalist Ian Fisher' and
bassist Jack Hanan are the only two original
members.

THE VISIBLE TARGETS -

6B -
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The band nearly broke up In August 1983.
But the addition - '.~· ~ guitarist Ernie
Sapiro and drummer Mark Watts-Guenther
"saved the band from breaking up," said
Fisher.
The band attributes Its rise to success to
hard work, good players, good luck and that
they "believe in what we are doing."
Known as strictly~ ch;" playing band, the
Cowboys ''play more bars, colleges and high
schools than any other band in the Northwest," said Fisher.
"And we work harder. too," he said. "We
are the band that most bands love to hate."
They said they hope to tour In the future,
but still are waiting fnr their break.
The Cowboys sai they enjoy playing
Eastern Washington and think that
Ellensburg "Is a great town to play in."
They added that they always feel welcome
here.
The Visible Targets. formed In 1980. still
have all four original members.
Vocallst/keyboar st Laura Keane ;

vocalist/bassist Rebecca Hamilton, lead
guitarist Pamela Golden ~d drummer Ron
Simmons are all Yaklma·natives.
Although originally from Yakima. their
base Is Seattle. as they have been there since
the band formed four years ago. Since leaving for the "big city," the Visible Targets
have only played once In Yakima, according
to Hamilton.
"There is not a market for our kind of
music in Yakima," she said.
The band's new album, "Autistic Savant"
has been doing quite well on college campuses. They attribute the album's success to
Its promotion and distribution which is done
through JEM Records.
They said they enjoy playing college
towns. This was their first gig In Ellensburg
and they, too, said they felt welcome.
If you missed this show In Ellensburg, you
can most likely see the bands in Seattle next
time you are there. In Seattle, however, you
may not be able to catch these two dynamic
bands playing together In the same club.

Yakima natives play Ellensburg for the first time.

By Jett Leak/The Observer
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A top Seattle club band feels right at home in Ellensburg.
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Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

ATaT
1-800-555-8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.
© 1984, AT&T Information Systems

Yakima
2074 Yakima Mall
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Sports
Record no concern to ·Ehler
By DAVE COOK
Of The Observer

Central
NOT CONCERNED
leading hitter Troy Phelps isn't concerned about the Wildcats' current losing skid. ""I'm not panicking," Phelps
said.

Winning is always nice, as Central's
baseball team will attest to, but losing can
have its good points as well. The Wildcat
baseballers will attest to that as well.
Struggling early with a2-16 record (not including yesterday's doubleheader with Gonzaga University). Central's team has both
profited and suffered from its shortfall in the
win column. But with the season barely a
third over. the team is not about to give up
the ship. Including first-year Central coach
Dale Ehler.
''There may be some people out there who
have labeled us as losers," Ehler said. "We
may have lost a lot of games, but I think this
team is far from being losers.
'Tm not concerned about the losses at all.
This team does have some character and
some pride in ourselves whether we win or
not. I still feel once this ballclub does put it
all together they're going to be hard to
beat.''
Ehler's lack of concern is because the
lackluster record fortunately has no bearing
upon the team's post-season playoff
chances. Central is 1-1 against NAIA teams
(excluding Lewis-Clark State College). and is
still in the hunt for one of three District 1
playoff berths.
The Wildcats' record against NAIA teams
is the record the playoff berths are based
upon. Central still has 11 scheduled NAIA
games .to play, and may also make up four
others that were rained out earlier this
season.
Games played against Lewis-Clark, the

defending national NAIA runnerup, do not
count in Central's NAIA record. The Warriors will not play in the district or area
playoffs because they are hosting the national NAIA tournament this year and gain
an automatic berth into the tourney.
·Tm sure there are also a lot of people who
see our record and think we're out of the
playoff picture," Ehler said. "We're a long
way from being out of it."
The team· s losing season has been the
result of Ehler's philosophy of playing the
best available competition. In Central's case
the best available competition has been
teams in the Pacific 10 Conference's Northern Division.
Of Central's first 16 losses, 11 have been
to Pacific 10 teams, four to L-C State and the
other loss to District 1 member Whitworth.
"We're going to take our lumps," explained Ehler. "But this is going to make us
tougher. One of this team's goals was not to
go undefeated but make a good showing in
the playoffs."
Team captain and leading hitter Troy
Phelps agrees.
'Tm not panicking," he said. "Some of
the guys are concerned, but I don't think it's
anything to worry about.
"Down the line we're going to be better in
the tougher situations. Sooner or later we're
going to have to play the tough teams
anyway. We're just going to be prepared for
it ...

"The bigger schools don't make a lot of
mistakes," Ehler explained. "They act as a
model to show our team that you can· t depend on the other guy to mess up. That's exactly what has happened to us. Instead of

other teams giving us runs, we're giving
them runs.''
Ehler admits that he didn't expect wins to
be so hard to come by. He thought his
scheduling was sound, but a bit of bad luck
has cost his team those wins.
He scheduled a pair of doubleht aders
against NAIA teams earlier in the stason,
but in both instances the Wildcats were
rained out. In one of those doubleheac ers.
Central was leading Pacific Lutheran 5 0 in
the first game, but the games were called
because of rain in the third inning.
Ehler just hopes the combination of bad
luck and the team's win-loss record C.oesn't
hurt the team's confidence very much.
"I hope the losing doesn't get our hallclub
down," he said. 'Tm worried that they
might think if they can't win now they can't
win later. If we let this thing get to us, we're
in trouble.
"Losing is tough on the guys," added
Phelps, offering a perspective from the
player's standpoint. "He wants us to put the
record behind us, but that's pretty tough to
do."
But both Ehler and Phelps expect the
team to break out of its predicament very
soon. With most of its remaining games
against NAIA teams, both think the experience playing against tougher competition will pay dividends when playoff time
rolls around.
"We can pull out of it real fast," Phelps
said. "Winning is going to take care of a lot
of things. I think we have a chance to peak at
the right time once we get into a few winning ·situations."

Jumping siblings
help each ·o ther out
By BRENDA BERUBE
Of The Observer
How well can a Crowell jump if a Crowell
can jump well?
Well, it depends on if that Crowell is Tom
· or Katie.
Tom and Katie Crowell, Central's brothersister jumpi~g team from Tacoma, have
both already qualified for the NAIA District 1
meet in Ellensburg May 11 and 12.
For Tom, a junior, competing in the
district meet is old hat to him. He placed
third in the triple jump in 1982 with a jump
of 46 feet, 21.4 inches and again in 1983
(44-l l1/2). He qualified this season with a
jump of 43-7. Tom has also qualified in the
long jump with a jump of 21-9.
Katie. a freshman, qualified for the district
meet with a long j~mp of 16-5% earlier this
season. But she had a personal best of 16-10
in last Saturday's CWU 'Invitational track
and field meet.
Both took up track and field when it was
introduced to them in the seventh grade.
They are the only two family members who
have seriously participated in the sport.
Katie said that she had been watching Tom
jump and when track season rolled around
she wanted to take part too.
They agree support from each other has
been the key factor to their success.
"He's helped me a lot. especially this
year," Katie said. "He always stands at the
board and watches everything I do. He'll tell
me to 'get your head up' or 'get your legs
down' and then I try, but get them all turned
around in my .head.··
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"She can tell me if I've got the height L
need and I'll ask her questions like how I hit
the board,'' Tom said. ''She tells me what
she thinks I've done wrong and that helps
out a bit.''
Support from Tom and Katie"s parents is
also important, the jumping duo said.
"Our parents are thrilled that we're both
doing something at the same time," Katie
said.
Tom and Katie's decision to come to Central was partially due to Fife High School
track coach Steve Slavens. who graduated
from Central in 1972 after setting records in
the 100- and 220-yard dashes and the 440
relay.
According to Mrs. Crowell, they are
Slavens' pride and joy.
"He's just so p~oud of them," she said.
"My high school track and football
coaches went here and they both talked
about my coming here," Tom said. "I came
more or less for both. I like football and
track."
Fife didn'~ have a long jump coach so Tom
took over the job and coached Katie along.
Katie was always following in Tom's spikes.
"I kind of had to do well, but it was
positive because I wanted to be as good as
Tom," Katie said.
Tom and Katie still find time to return to
Fife and pass on their knowledge in the field
of jumping. · Katie works with the girls and
Tom with the boys, giving them the pointers
that have gotten them this far.
But Tom and Katie dqn't leave everything
to skill. According to Mrs. Crowell, Katie is
on her third 'lucky' Mickey Mouse shirt and
Tom still wears his 'lucky' sweats from the

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

JUMPING FOR JOY- Katie and Tom Crowell, Central's brother-sister jumping
duo, have a lot to be happy about.
seventh grade.
As for the district meet. both are looking to
do their best.
"It's not really to place but just to do better then you did before," Tom said.
"I always like to. be behind somebody

because you know you have to catch up to
them," Katie added.
Katie's right behind Tom, but she's got his
support and experience behind her. Tom
has l\.atie's enthusiasm and encouragement
to back him up.
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Intramural Spotlight
Intramural softball off to a grand slam start
By KEVIN ROEN
Of The Observer
Another quarter of throwing errors and
wind-blown pop-ups - a.k.a: intramural
softball - is under way, and league coordinator Jerry Findley says things are going
quite well.
There are 96 teams and between 1,400
and 1,500 players taking their cuts at the
round white object this spring. Of the total
number of teams, nearly half - 42 - are
coed.
Originally there were to be only two coed
leagues, but those filled up so fast that
Findley was forced to add another league.
The league officially opened play Monday
as the first pitch of the pre-season tournament was unceremoniously thrown out.
Semifinals and finals of the tournament will
be today.
The men's semifinals will be at 3 p.m ..
with the coed semifinals at 4 p.m. The finals
for men's and women's .leagues will be at 4
p.m., followed by the coed league final at .5
p.m.
Findley said he was surprised by the
number of students and teams who are willing to take their cuts at intramurals.
"The response to softball has been
outstanding.·· Findley said. ''We have many
more teams than we expected.''

However, just because intramural softball
has been immensely popular does not mean
all has been errorless for the organization of
the league. For a time, because of an
unusual set of circumstances, it appeared as
if intramural softball was going to lose the
use of two of its six fields.
The football team, holding its first spring
practices ever, lost the usual practice field
because the physical plant deemed it
necessary to re-seed it. That forced the football team to relocate to a pair of intramural
softball fields when football practice starts
April 30.
Findley said he and physical education
department chairman John Gregor talked
with Wayne Jackson. the maintenance
supervisor of the physical plant. and convinced him to postpone the re-seeding until
after the intramural season.
In the wake of this near intramural
disaster, Findley calmly referred to it as. "no
big deal."
The only major difference between this
year's diamond doings and those of past
years is that umpires will now be present for
coed games. In the past, umpires were used
only for men's and women's league games.
Findley said this is definitely a turn for the
better.
"In the past it has been a real headache,

F<IDD

APPRENTICE
PROGRAM
University Food Services is now accepting applications for our
Food Apprentice Program. We need qualified students to assist
our professional staff during peak periods, vacations and summer
time aclivities.
An on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the
knowledge and experience of the selected individuals. Summer
employment opportunities will be available for those who
successfully demonstrate acceptable cooking abilities.

trying to officiate your own game," he said.
"We had some problems last year."

Swim meet
on tap Saturday

The belly flop. expected to be the
highlight of the day's festivities, will be
judged on the basis of the height of the
splash created by the entry, the sound of the
entry into the water and the crowd's
response. A three-person panel of judges will
score the event.

The first ever intramural swim meet will
spring into the Nicholson Pavilion pool this
Saturday at noon.
The meet will be a team. eveqt. Teams
must be comprised of 10 coed members, five
of each sex. There is a $10 entry fee for all
teams.
Intramural Coordinator Jerry Findley said
there are plenty of openings for interested
teams. He hopes that between 10 and 12
teams will test their aquatic skills. The
deadline for sign-ups is 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Events will vary from swimming to diving, including the coed double bondage
25-yard swim. In this event. two swimmers
are bonded at the wrist. thus requiring a certain amount of swimming proficiency.
Other events include the belly flop contest. inner tube relay, T-shirt relay and the
multiplying kickboard relay.
Distances of the races will be from 25
yards up to the 200-yard relay event. A

CWU hoop game
on TV tonight
Central's first-round victory in the national NAIA basketball tournament will
be televised tonight at 7 p.m. on KCWU
Televison. KCWU is channel 2 for Central students and other local cable
subscribers.
The Wildcats, who finished the
season with a 23-10 record, defeated
Carson-Newman, Tenn. 75-74 in Central's first·round tournament game at
Kansas City, Mo. Coach Dean Nicholson
will provide play-by-play commentary
in Thursday's broadcast.
Central's second-round game, a
74-59 loss to St. Thomas Aquinas, N.Y.,
will be televised by KCWU later this
month.

stroke judge will be at poolside to enforce
fairness.

Come down and get your
new look for sprlngl
HAIR
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Close to campus!
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Open Hours to flt your needs.
Mon - Frj

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Saturday 9 - 5

962-2550

AUXILIARY SERVICES

-CUSTODIAL
APPRENTICE
PROGRAM

1. Six months' ot:quantity or commercial cooking experience.

University Food Services is now accepting applications for our
Auxiliary Services Custodial Apprentice Program. We need
qualified students to assis~ our professional staff during peak
periods, vacations and summer time activities.

2. Currently enrolled as a CWU student with a minimum of 12
credits Spring Quarter 1984.

An on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the
knowledge and experience of the selected individuals.

QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)

3. Able to work a minimum of twelve ·hours per week including
some weekends during the Academic Year.

QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)

4. Must have a valid Food Handlers card or be eligible for one.

1. Three months' of experience with custodial procedures and
equipment.

5. Preference will be given to students currently employed in
Food Services and/or enrolled in Food Management related
classes.

2. Currently enrolled as a CWU student with a minimum of 12
credits Spring Quarter 19e4.

6. Starting wage is $4.40 per hour.

3. Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week including
some weekends during the Academic Year.
4. Must have a valid Food Handlers card or be eligible for one.
5. Preference will be given to students currently employed in
Food Services.
6. Starting wage is $4.40 per hour.

Interested applicants can apply at the Scheduling Office in
Holmes Dining Hall. Applications will be accepted until 5:00 p.m.
Friday, April 13. Let us help you put your talent to work and
money in your pocket.

·cwU/Food Services
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Interested applicants can apply at the Scheduling .Office in
Holmes Dining Hall. Applications will be accepted until 5:00 p.m ..
Friday, ~pril 13. Let us help you put your talent to work and
money in your pocket.

CWU/Food Services
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Sportswrap
Sandy Sterling (So.) ................
. Kathy Lange (Fr.}....................
Sherri Holmes (Fr.) .... ........... .. .
Sandy Bond (So .).................... .

Rackets get hot
for tennis teams
Central's men's tennis team, winner of
two of its last three matches, travels to
Bellevue tomorrow for Cl. match with
Bellevue Community College.
The team, currently 4-3 on the young
season, hosts Green River Community College next Monday in the Wildcats' home
opener.
Last weekend the 'Cats downed St. Martin's 5-4 and backhanded Evergreen State
College 7-2. Sandwiched between the two
victories was a 7-2 setback at the hands of
Seattle University.
Central's No. 1 seed, Eric Garretson, has
won five straight matches and is currently
5-1 on the season. Garretson is a sophomore
from Albuquerque, N.M.
Rich Minifie, a freshman from Seattle's
Inglemoor High School, is also riding the
crest of a five match win streak. He is also
5-1 on the current campaign.
In doubles, a team of Ellensburg natives junior Joe Teeley and freshman Len Duncan - currently post a 2-0 mark on the year.
-:-by Kevin Roen
CWU MEN'S TENNIS S1'ATISTICS
Through April 11
MATCH

SET

W-L

W-L

W·L

2-0
5-l
5-1
3-3
3-3
2-3
1-2

4- l
9·5
9-3
5-7
5· 7
4-8
1-4

27-13
73-59
62-38
51-53
47-52
46-61
13-28

4-0
2-2
2-4
2-4
1-8

24-5
17-19
23-35
26-38
33-54

Jay Anderson (Fr.) ..................
EricGarretson(Sr.) .................
Rich Minlfle (Fr.) .....................
LenDuncan(Fr.) .. .......... .... .... .
Matt Weaver (Fr.) .... ...... ...... ....
Joe Teeley (Jr.) .......................
DoyleShaffer(Jr.) ...................

GAME

Doubles
Duncan-Teeley .... ........ ·-·········
Anderson-Minifle ....... .. ......... ..
Duncan-Mlnlfle .......................
Shaffer-Teeley ....... ... ..............
Garretson-Weaver ... ...... ..........

2-0
1-1
l-2
l-2
0 -5 ·

10-9
10-8
6-13
0-6

72-82
90-75
64-95
14-36

Doubles
Lange-Muyskens.:............... .... 5-1
Sterling-Sloan .. ....................... 5-4
Holmes-Hamilton .................... 3-6
Bond-Lange ...... ... ................... 0-1
Bond-Muyskens... .............
. 0-1

10-2
11-10
6-12
1-2
0-2

70-35
94-104
63-85
16-13
10-13

Golf
Three colleges and six junior colleges are
competing in the Central Washington
University Invitational golf tournament
which begins today at the Sun-Tides Golf
Course in Yakima. The tourney wraps up
tomorrow at the Yakima Country Club.
The teams competing in the college division are Central. Whitman and defending
NAIA District 1 champion Western
Washington University.
Last year the University of Puget Sound
captured the team title in the CWU tournament, but they are not entered in this year's
tourney.
The six junior colleges competing are
Walla Walla, Spokane Falls. Bellevue,
Tacoma, Highline and defending champion
Columbia Basin College.
Selah senior Paul Cobleigh will lead Central' s quest for the team title. Cobleigh. a
transfer from Oregon State University,
finished second in last week's Whitman Invitational Tournament in Walla Walla.
He shot a 148 stroke total in leading the
Wildcats to a second-place team finish in the
tourney. Columbia Basin captured the team
title with a score of 751, a full 13 strokes
ahead of Central.
Sophomore Rob Raab from Yakima's East
Valley High School competed in his first
meet of the season at Walla Walla. Raab shot
a 79 in each round.
-by Kevin Roen
CWU GOLF STATISTICS
Through April 11 ·

Women's Tennis
Central's women are fn Walla Walla this
weekend for a pair of matches. The ·Cats will
be taking on both Lewis-Clark State and
Whitman colleges Saturday.
The Wildcats wqn three of their last four
matches before yesterday's match with
Seattle Pacific University. Last week Central
defeated Yakima Valley College and Columbia Basin College by identical 7-2 scores.
The 'Cats also shut out Gonzaga University
9-0.
However, Central came up on the short
end of a 5-4 score to Whitman
Sophmore Sandy Sterling is currently the
No. 1 seed on the team. The Stadium High
School graduate had a 5-4 record before the
SPU match. She won three of her four matches last week.
Kindra Sloan, an Oak Harbor sophomore,
won all four of her matches last week to raise
her record to 6-3.
Junior Tamie Hamilton from Tacoma has
also been on a roll. After an 0-3 start, the
Clover Park grad won five of six matches to
advance her record to 5-4.
In doubles, freshman Kathy Lang of Oak
Harbor and junior Susie Muyskens of Port
Orchard won four straight matches last
week to move their record to 5-1.
-by Kevin Roen
CWU WOMEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
Through April 10
MATCH
W·L
Kindra Sloan (So.) ................... 6-3
Susie Muyskens (Jr.) ............... 4-2
Tamie Hamilton (Jr.) .............. . 5-4

5-4
4-4
3-6
0-3

SET
W-L
12-9
9-4
ll-9

. GAME
W·L
101-90
67-40
89-75

PaulCoblelgh(Sr.)... ......................
KurtRoddewlg(Sr.) ........ _..............
Kelly DeShaw (So .) . . . ...... ......... .... ..
Dan Powell (Jr.).. . .. ............ ............
Biii Frye (Jr.) .. .... .............. .... .. .. .... .
Rob! Raab (So .).. .. ...... ..
Allen Lacey (Jr.).......... ........ ..........

RDS
4
4
4
4

·2
2
4

STR

AVG

292
303
310
315
158
158
335

73.0
75 .8
77 .5
78.8
79.0
79.0
83.8

Track & Field
Central's men's and women's track team
travels to the Western Washington University Invitational Saturday in Bellingham.
Men's coach Spike Arlt will be looking for
more members of his team to qualify for the
District 1 track meet at Central's Tomlinson
Field May 11 and 12. Arlt's team has
qualifiers to district in all but the 800-meter
run, 400 hurdles. 3,000 steeplechase and
.the shot put.
He also hopes several tracksters will also
qualify . for nationals May 24-26 at
Charleston. W.V.
"We're running in the top three in district,
but we still have a lot of quality and depth
that we have yet to see," Arlt said.
The 'Cats qualified five more tracksters
last Saturday at the CWU Invitational to
boost its total number of district qualifiers to
26. Team scores were not kept at the meet.
James Hasty and Tony Johnson led the
first-time qualifiers at Saturday's meet with
times of of 11.0 and 11.1 seconds, respectively. in the 100 meters. Other qualifiers included Scott Smith (high jump). Tom
Crowell (long jump) and Pierre Crockrell
{triple jump). Crowell has also qualified in

By g 1ck Spqncer'The Closer,

TOP SEEDS - Eric Garretson and Sandy Sterling, Central's No. 1 tennis
seeds, had hot rackets last week in leading the 'Cats to several tennis wins.
the triple jump.
Other qualifiers include Joe Imhof (200
and 400 dashes), Paul Harshman (1,500
meters). Steve Bator (110 high hurdles).
Mike Spurr (pole vault). Bill Patrick (high
jump). Keith Winkle (high jump), David
Bales (long jump), Dave Barta (hammer).
Scott Londino (hammer). Mike Powell
(javelin) and Rick McElwee (discus).
Harshman is Central's only national
qualifier, having turned in a time of 4:00.6
in the 1,500 meters earlier in the season.
Crockwell's performance in the triple
jump in his first meet of the year Saturday
was especially noteworthy. His jump of 47
feet, seven inches was second behind defending national NAIA champion Tommy
Stewart from Whitworth. Stewart jumped
48-10 in Saturday's meet and 50-3 1/z in winning last year's national crown.
Bruce Dudley · was Central's lone male
winner in last weekend's meet, turning in a
time of 32:24.4 in winning the 10,000-meter
run. There is no district qualifying time
established in the 10,000.
Women's coach Tim Clark will also be
looking for improvement from his team this
weekend in Bellingham. Clark has yet to
qualify members in six events in order to
send a participant from every event to the
district meet.
Clark said several members of his team
are suffering from a flu bug as well as

several minor injuries. He doesn't expect to
take a fu 11 team to Bellingham in order to
allow the team to rest up and heal for the
districf meet.
Julia Griffith in the shot put was
Central's lone qualifier in last weekend's
meet. She was also Central's only individual
winner in the meet. throwing the shot 36- 1/2.
Junior Lona Joslin has qualified in four
events including the 100-meter hurdles,
shot put. javelin and long jump. She is also
participating in the district heptathlon (high
jump. 100 hurdles, long jump. javelin. shot
put and the 200- and 800- meter runs) which
will also be held at Central April 23 and 24.
She participated in her first heptathlon of
the year last Monday and Tuesday at Lewis
& Clark College in Portland. She placed second with a total of 4,141 points. just 33
behind Vicki Anderson of Clackamas Community College. Anderson had 4.174 points.
Other district qualifiers for Central include Laura Crandall (200 and 400 meters),
Toni Donisthorpe ( 100 hurdles). Karen
Munger (high jump). Katie Crowell (long
jump). Donna Olin (javelin) and Jackie
Conn uavelin. shot put and discus).
Olin is the women's only qualifier so far to
the national meet.
-by Brenda Berube
See SPORTSWRAP, page 1'2e.
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MEN'S TRACK BESTS
Through April 11
RUNNING EVENTS: 100 - James Hasty 11.0. 200 Joe Imhof 23.0. 400 - Imhof 50.3. 800- Greg Hinrichsen
1:58. 1. 1500-Paul Harshman4:00.6. 3000-Harshman
8 :36.7. 5000 - Harshman 14:26.5• . 10,000 - Bruce
Dudley 32:24.4 . 400 Relay - 43.8. 1600.Rclay- 3 :33.6.
110 High Hurdles - Steve Bator 15.5 . 400 Hurdles Bator 57.9. 3000 Steeplechase-Shawn Barrow 10:07.6.
FIELD EVENTS: Pole Vault - Mike Spurr 12·6. High
Jump- Bill Patrick 6-4. Long Jump-Tom Crowell 21-9 .
Triple Jump - Pierre Crockrell 4 7-7 . Hammer - Dave
Barta 155-3. Javelin- Mike Powell 185-7. Discus- Rick
McElwee 150-5'>'.i. Shot Put- Patrick 38-41r!l.

WOMEN'S TRACK BESTS
Through April 11
RUNNING EVENTS: 400 Relay - 51 .7 . 1600 Relay 4 :24.8. 800 Medley Relay - I :58.0. 3200 Relay 10:58.3 . 100 - Laura Crandall 13.1. 3200 - Crandall
26.5 . 400- Crandall 1:00.9. 800 - Arlene Wade 2:41.9.
1500 ·- Chris Beatteay 5: 19.7. 3000 - Carol Christensen
11 :..24 4. 5000 - Kim Burke 19: 13.4. 100 Hurdles- Lona
Josltn 16.1. 400 Hurdles - Toni Donlsthorpe 1:13.8.
FIELD EVENTS: High Jump - Karen Munger 5-4. Long
Jump - Katie Crowell 16-10. Javelin - Donna Olin
135·6• . Shot Put - Joslin 40-4. Discus - Jackie Conn
113-2.
•National Qualifier

Baseball
Central's baseball team hosts hard-hitting
Lewis-Clark State College this weekend in a
three-game series at CWU's baseball field.
Ct'ntral plays the Warriors Friday in a
s ingle game starting at 2 p.m. Saturday's
doubleheader will start at 1 p .m.
The 'Cats, 2-16 going into yesterday's
doubleheader with Gonzaga University.
have already played the Warriors four times
this season. L-C. last year's national NAIA
runne r u p. scored 51 runs and pounded out
48 hits in downing Central in all four games.
The closest of the four games was a 7-5
loss to the Wa rriors March 18 at the Banana
Belt Tournament in Lewiston , Idaho.
Central pitcher Greg Fry held the Warriors to just four hits, but his 13 walks and
five wild pitches all but decided the outcome
of the game. The game was tied at five late in
the game, but L-C scored two runs in the

seventh inning to pull out the win.
Central lost its other three games to
Lewis-Clark at Lewiston last weekend. Central was bombed 16-2 in the opener Friday.
but led in both games Saturday before losing
its eighth and ninth games in a row. Central
lost the games by 17 -8 and 11-7 scores.
Senior centerfielder Blake Johnson led
Central in batting last week by going
7-for-19 (.368 batting average). He was
2-for-4 in both Saturday games with L-C. but
suffered a dislocated thumb in his final at
bat. He is questionable for Friday' s game.
Senior third baseman Troy Phelps and
junior outfielder Mike Minniti also had fine
weeks at the plate for Central.
Phelps was 5-for-15 (.333) . including a
2-for-3 performance in the last L-C game
with a double and three RBI. Minniti was
5-for-14 (.357) with three RBI in five games
last week.
-by Dave Cook
CWU BASEBALL STATISTICS
Through April 10
Hltting
R
AB
H HR
Troy Phelps ...... .. .... ... . 60 14 23 3
Dave Bozett ... ...... ....... 20
4
7 0
Greg Mooney .............. 56
8 18 0
Joe Smith .. .... ........ .. ... 10
2
3 0
Blake Johnson ........... 49
5 14 1
JefTMcShane .. .. .. .. ... .. 28
7
5
l
Mike Minniti ...... ........ . 44
8 10 0
Erle Brebner ........... ... . 58
9 13 0
Ron Balmer ...... ... ....... 19
4
4
0
Darryl Johnson ..... .. .. . 39
6
8 0
Greg Douglas ........... .. 35
7 1
2
Bob Schultz ... .... ..... .... 5
0
1 0
Dan Kain ......... .. .... ..... 26
3
5 0
Doug Snipes ... . .. . .. .. .. .. 11
0
2 0
Mike Elsen ... ..... ......... 6
l
1 0
Mark Stern .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 14
2 0
3
Clay Houck .... .... ..... ... 15
2
2 0
Brad Carlson .. ... ..... .... 20
3
2 0
Don Pettie . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 11
1
0 0
Pitching
W-L
lP
RodGlbson ... .. ....... ... .. . 1-4
28.2
Scott Poirier .... ..... ........ 0-1
17. l
Mike Voelkel .. .............. 0-2
13
Scott Morgan ... ....... .. ... 0-1
10.2
Greg Fry .. .................... 0-3
19
Gregg Guidi .... .. .... .. ..... 0-0
3
Mark Fisher .... ....... .... .. 0 -1
7.1
Eric Shultz .. .. ............... 1-0
10
Mark Remington ...... .... 0-0
2.2
Greg Ly beck ... ........ ... .. 0-3
13.1
Dave Wllllamson ... ... .... 0 -1
2.2
Ron Skogstad .... .. ... .... .. 0-0
1.1

BI
13
4
8
0
7
3
6
5
2

2
0
0

BA
.383
.350
.321
.300
.286
.250
.227
.224
.211
.205
.200
.200
.192
.182
.167
.143
.133
.100
.000

ER BB so

ERA

15

4.71
5 .71
6.23
6.75
8.05
12.00
12.27
15.30
16.87
19.58
20.25
27 .01

11

9
8
17
4

10
17
5
29
6
4

4

8
1
1
0
0
1
3
0
0

16
6
11
9
24
4
11
7
3
12
0
2

SB
13
·l
2
1

3
0
2
7

1
4
0
0
0
0
1
1

16
12
7
5
13
1
1
3
1
5
1
1

DISTRICT QUALIFIER - Rick McElwee is one of several Central trackmen that
have qualified for the District 1 meet May 11 and 12 at CWU. McElwee has tossed
the discus a team-leading 150 feet, 51/2 inches this season .

DEAN'S .Radio & Television
417 North Pearl St. "for the Finest In Electronic Home Entertainment" 925-1828

5th Annual Car Stereo SaleM:::~r:,
April

@ PIONEEl'l® c~~-~~:n~!~ @ PIONEEl'l~
the Pros today
atDEAN's
for your Car's
Best flt and
Best Sound
KE-7200 An In-Dash Cassette with Quartz PLL
Electronic AM/FM Stereo Tuner. Supertunel""R III.
KP-2500 An In-Dash Cassette with AM/FM Stereo.

Regular $399.95

Regular $149.95

SALE $109. 95

SAl.E $299.95·
Installation
Available

TS-6907 Maxxiar.. 6" x 9" 4-Way Speaker. 100
Watts Maximum Music Power.

Regular $169.95

SAl.E $118.85

Listen to
Pioneer Car
Stereo and have
anEargasml

TX-XS Maxxiar"' 3-Way Surface Mount Speaker.
80 Watts Maximum Music Power.
The Famous TS-xi Speaker System
Plonee;•s best seller Regular $149.95

SAl.E$99.95

Listen to Pioneer Car Stereo and have an Eargasm! (Professional Installation Available)
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